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This volume is one of two publications appearing in the Institute of Urban 
Studies' Winter Communities Series that features selected papers from the 
Northe:r:n Housing Conference. Recognizing the unique quality of the "northern" 
community, the Institute of Urban Studies in May 1987 hosted the conference in 
Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, to address the issues of housing and related topics. 
Drawing together a wide cross section of participants, the conference helped 
to further underscore the distinct nature of northern settlement. Through the 
course of the two day event, it became apparent that there is a need for a 
continuing discussion of issues related to the problems of northern 
settlement. As a result, selected papers presented at the conference were 
chosen for p~lication as a two volume set of conference proceedings. This 
volume ad&esses the topics of needs, policies and programs for northern 
housing. 
Robert Robson 
Research Fellow 
Institute of Urban Studies 
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Individuals and agencies involved in policy development and the design and 
delivery of housing programs for the north have always had difficulty 
responding in a successful manner to northern circmnstances. Policies and 
programs have floundered time and time again, and the prirnal-y reason for 
failure has often been attributed to attempts to force a southern policy or 
program option to WDrk in a northern environment. That "these were not 
designed for the north" is a frequently repeated phrase. 
What are the factors that make housing problems or circmns·tances in the 
north different? What are the crucial issues that housing policy and housing 
programs must address to be successful? Several sessions throughout the 
Northern ~ou.sing Conference in Saskatoon, May 1987, addressed these particular 
issues. -H~ver, by way of introduction, a brief overview of the north and 
what makes it different - and there seems no justifiable reason to suggest it 
is not different - may help place the problems in a better perspective. 
The area of the north that was the focus of discussion at the conference is 
portrayed on Map 1. It encompa.sses the northern part of the three Prairie 
Provinces, Yukon and the Northwest Territories (NWI') although many of the 
comments throughout this paper are germane to northern British Columbia, 
northern Ontario, Quebec and Labrador. To characterize this area as the 
"north" is not to imply hom::>geneity.1 Variations within, and between, regions 
in the area are as significant for housing policy as they are in southern 
Canada. However, there are some characteristics other than those associated 
with the ITOre northerly climate of the area that set it apart from the rest of 
the country. 
Although the area is sparsely populated, growth has been substantial, and 
is related to migration to the area associated with resource development as 
well as the higher birth rates of the indigenous population. Between 1951 and 
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1981, the _pJpulation of the area illustrated on Map 1 increased 97% fran 
198,023 to 393,275 (Statistics Canada).2 
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:MAP 1 
Map Show:i.ng the Appr:oximate IDeation of the Northern. Census Division 
Demarcation Line and the Focus of the IDS Northern. lbusing Study 
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During the same period, the _pJpulation of Canada increased only 74%. All 
regions within this area experienced significant growth. On the prairies, the 
northem Manitoba PJpulation grew by 48%, northem Saskatchewan by 73% and 
northem Alberta by 113%. Only in Alberta did growth in the south exceed 
growth in the north. In the two territories, growth was even greater with 
Yukon's _pJpulation increasing 155% and NWT's by 185%. This rapid population 
growth and the housing dem:md it generated set the stage for a difficult 
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scenario under any circumstances but given the other difficulties that have to 
be overcome in the north, the scenario is even :rrore problerratic. 
Combined with this population growth there has also been a significant 
geographical shift of a large component of the population. Many Native and 
Inuit people have :rroved from small scattered hunting villages to larger 
centres associated with resource industries, administrative, service and 
transportation functions. Not all those who have :rroved from centres 
associated with a more subsistence type of economy are participating in the 
economy of the newer centres, but they have taken up permanent residence in 
these centres to access health, education and other services. This shift has 
added substantially to the derrand for housing in these centres. 
There are other demographic characteristics that also contribute to the 
uniqueness of the north. Although the north (as illustrated on Map 1) 
contained less than 2% of the national population in 1981, this area contained 
over 25% of Canada's indigenous (Native and Inuit) population. In all 
jurisdictions within this area, the proportion of the total population that is 
Native or Inuit is very high - 38% in Manitoba, 63% in Saskatchewan and much 
lower, but still 12%, in Alberta. These proportions are far higher than those 
found in the southern part of the prairies. In the Yukon and NWl' the 
percentage of the total population that is Native or Inuit is 15% and 55% 
respectively. Indigenous people in the north, like Canada's indigenous people 
in general, are experiencing difficulties adjusting to a society in which the 
economy and the living environment are different from their traditional way of 
life. This transition which affects such a large proportion of the population 
brings with it many difficulties that impact upon housing policies and 
programs. 
The north is also characterized by a very young demographic profile. Over 
40% of the population is under 19 years of age. The equivalent figure for 
Canada is just over 30%. Some areas of the north, particularly those areas 
where the population is nainl y of native origin have an even younger profile. 
It is not uncommon for these areas to have over 50% of their population under 
19 years of age. In these areas the population is increasing rapidly as birth 
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rates for Natives are far higher than for the White population. These areas 
of the north, because of their young profile have yet to experience their baby 
lx:x::m. The Native population of ImlCh of the north is just. entering a period of 
very pronounced growth that will result in even more pronounced housing demand 
in the immediate future. 
Moving from demographic to economic characteristics there are also a number 
of variables that emphasize the uniqueness of the north. COII!p3.red to rnost 
southern parts of the nation, the economy is more fragile, more susceptible to 
pronounced cyclical performance, and far less diversified. The single 
resource corrmunity is also a Im.lch more dominant factor in the north, bringing 
with it the instability that is so characteristic of such corrmunities that 
depend so heavily on the fluctuating world market for resource products. 
Without discussing in detail the structure of the economy, it is worthwhile 
noting th9t· such an economy results in fewer long term jobs and Im.lch higher 
seasonal employment as well as higher unemployment. This reduces overall 
income as 'Nell as income stability from month to month. This, in turn, 
reduces the ability of households to pay for shelter costs, which are higher 
on average in the north for a variety of reasons associated with climate, 
transportation costs, and construction costs. If the Native population, with 
less education and a Im.lch lower level of marketable skills, is considered 
within the context of this economy, their ability to earn an income that will 
satisfy their shelter requirements is in even greater difficulty and this 
further exacerbates the housing problem. The economy can often be 
characterized as welfare based and with many households depending almost 
entirely on welfare or on a limited income from seasonal employment, the 
operating costs of adequate housing are more than many families can afford. 
Debt retirement of a mortgage is out of the question. 
The nature of the economy does not encourage long term investment in 
quality housing by either individuals or private entrepreneurs. Without any 
certainty that there will be long term demand in a centre, particularly single 
resource communities, there is no guarantee that consumers or developers can 
recapture their outstanding mortgage amounts if they had to sell. This not 
only discourages investment, but it also discourages the developuent of a 
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construction industry - an industry which is crucial to the deli very of 
adequate housing. A market similar to that in operation in rrost southern 
communi ties just does not function in rrost northern centres. Even when 
consmners are prepared to invest, lenders generally cannot be persuaded to 
provide the necessary mortgage funds. The non-market nature of these centres 
necessitates a radically different approach to many housing initiatives. This 
climate, combined with lower incomes and higher housing costs, prevent many 
program initiatives which build in debt retirement, equity accumulation and 
cost recovery ( co:rnrrDn tenus in the south) from being· an option in the north. 
The nature of the housing stock itself adds to the difficulties. The 
housing stock is in much worse condition and a much higher percentage of 
dwellings lack basic services (including sewer, water and electricity) than is 
the case in the south. Information from the 1981 Census iildicates that 
approxima.tely 15% of all dwellings in northern Manitoba, northern Saskatchewan 
and NWI' reqUire major repair. In northern Alberta, the figure is 10%, and it 
is 6% in the Yukon. In the southern area of the prairies, the proportion of 
dwellings requiring rna jor repairs is about half the northern level and the 
Cariadian figure is 6%. The proportion of dwellings requiring minor repair is 
also much higher in the north. 
Demographic characteristics, the nature of the economy and its implication 
for household income plus the condition of the stock itself combine to create 
a set of circumstances in which many households have serious housing problems. 
Affordability problems are co:rnrrDn but adequacy and suitability problems are 
more prevalent than in most southern areas because of the condition of the 
stock and the fact that average household size is much larger in the north. 
Although few recent studies are available that specifically identify the 
proportion of households with housing problems (core need households), it is 
safe to conclude that the proportion is much higher in the north. A recent 
study undertaken by the Institute of Urban Studies for the Yukon Housing 
Corporation indicated that 29% of the households in the Yukon have housing 
problems that could not be addressed without some form of public assistance.3 
The equivalent figure for Canada is 13% and in most provincial jurisdictions 
the proportion varies from 10.5% to 19.5%.4 No similar studies are available 
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for other parts of the north, but given the circumstances, they could also be 
expected to contain high proportions of households ·with housing problems. 
In s~, housing circumstances of northerners, particularly the Native 
and Inuit people are on average much less attractive than for more southerly 
residents. This is neither a new nor a poorly documented conclusion. The 
circumstances described in the previous discussion have also been highlighted 
on other occasions . However, this does highlight the fact that, to date, 
housing policies have been less than successful in addressing the problems. 
Many suggest that success, measured in terms of improved housing 
circumstances, has been rrarginal at best and that policy initiatives have been 
basically ineffectual. A review of Canadian and northern housing policy 
indicates that little effort was placed on "made for the north" initiatives 
until the, late 1950s and even subsequent to this date northern policy has 
.. 
often been a poorly adapted southern approach. The papers that follow in this 
publication focus on a variety of issues and problems and several offer 
constructive suggestions or possible solutions. What this overview and the 
subsequent papers all highlight, however, is the need for a more concentrated 
and focused effort in developing a uniguel y northern housing policy - a policy 
that addresses northern problems with appropriate programs designed with 
northern circumstances in mind. 
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1. In conjunction with an on-going northem research initiative, the 
Institute of Urban Studies had attempted to establish a roundary of 
nordicity for the three pra1r1e provinces. The north-south 
distinction, roughly corresponding to the northem census divisions as 
defined by Statistics Canada, fonns the l::e.sis for the analysis of 
uniquely northem problems and issues. 
2. The co.rnp:rrati ve statistics used in this overview are all l::e.sed on data 
taken from the 1981 Census. 
3. Institute of Urban Studies, "Yukon Housing Needs Study," unpublished 
report prepared for the Yukon Housing Corporation, July 1986. 
4 . Canada, Neilson Task Force Report (Otta-wa, 1986) ; and Canada Mortgage 
and Housing Corporation, "Consultation Paper on Housing," (Canada 
Mortgage and Housing Corporation, 1985) . 
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Introduction 
When considering housing policy and programs for northern Canada, several 
unique features of the northern environment must be considered. Too often we 
consider our northern areas to be mere extensions of rrainstream Canada, or 
worse, no different at all. We continue to seek national housing programs 
which we expect to llEke equal sense in our northern areas. Sometimes we 
consider tfie differences between north and south to be simply ones of 
magnitude and try to use various factors to transpose national standards to 
northern Canada. What we usually fail to realize is that many areas in 
northern Canada are structnrally different in tenns of the economy and often 
culbrrally different due to the largely aroriginal population. This leads to 
the introduction of inappropriate programs and the consistent inefficiency or 
failure of these well-intentioned programs. 
Some of the important differences between northern and southern Canada have 
little to do with latitude. Of course, the physical environment changes 
significantly as one moves north, but same of the most impOrtant differences 
are due not to weather and low temperature, but to remoteness and the costs 
and incomes which are typical of remote areas. In this regard, same 
communities in north-central Manitoba which are far off the transportation 
system and without any stable economic base may be more "northern" than some 
towns in the Yukon which are on the highway and are built around the mining 
industry. 
One important feature in remote communities is the high cost of housing 
which is usually due to the high cost of transportation, building materials 
and the need to import skilled larour. As well, most households have low 
incomes which are very often seasonal because there is no permanent economic 
base in the community. This creates an affordability problem that is 
proportionally very much larger than anywhere in Canada. Related to this is 
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the total absence of a narket mechanism in housing. Housing, es:peciall y the 
value and supply of housing, is significantly affected by the lack of a market 
and effective demand. Yet the need for adequate shelter in this harsh 
environment is obvious. The supply of adequate housing in this environment 
requires a different policy and program approach which does not assume that 
most people will be able to de:pend on the marketplace for shelter. In this 
environment, the government nmst assume the role of housing supplier for 
almost all of the population and nmst concentrate on the most efficient method 
of providing housing. 
'Ihe Problem in Non-Market Carm.mities 
The Northwest Territories (NWI') is certainly northern canada. Most of the 
carrmunities in the NWl' are reroc>te, having no regular road, or railway access. 
Most are reached· only by air transportation and served by an annual resupply 
by water. The distances from :rra jor centres of population are great. The 
population of most carrmunities is predominantly Native, either Dene or Inuit. 
In most NWT communities, the government is the :rrajor player in the provision 
of housing and has been since :peill1Clllent housing was introduced. Although the 
standard of housing provided by the government is far from extravagant, the 
costs have escalated enormously and the increasing need for housing continues 
to outstrip the fiscal ability of the government to supply the needed units. 
More efficient housing strategies which produce more services without 
spiralling costs are badly needed. By looking at a sample of these 
carrmunities, it is possible to demonstrate their unique economic properties 
and draw some general conclusions about how to formulate more effective 
housing policy to meet the needs of households in these areas. 
The Kitikmeot region is one of six planning and administrative regions for 
the Northwest Territories Housing Corporation. It consists of six arctic 
coast communities from Hol:rran Island eastward to Pelly B:ty (Map 1) . Cambridge 
B:ty, in the approxima.te centre of the region, serves as _the regional 
a~strative centre for the government of the Northwest Territories. All 
six communi ties are s:rrall with predominantly Inuit populations. Pell y B:ty and 
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Holman Island are the smallest with -populations just under 300 and Coppennine 
and Cambridge Bay the largest at about 900 and 1,000 respectively. The total 
-population of the region is 3, 584, of which 3, 254 are Native. 
MAP 1 
N:n::thwest Territories Housing Coqxn:.atian District Offices 
All six ccmmmities are quite isolated. without any road or rail access. 
Year-round trans-portation is exclusively by scheclulecl and charter airline 
service. A barge seDrice for cargo is provided. once a :year for all 
ccmmmities except Felly Bay which is blocked. by ice and served only by air. 
Cargo is expedited. through Hay River, a road and rail tenninus, up the 
Mackenzie River to Tuktoyaktuk and then on to the Kiti.krrEot carmunities. 
Consmner prices for the area were reported. by Statistics Canada in 1983 as 70-
139% higher than Edrronton. 
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In the Kitikrneot, most of the population lives in social housing. 
Residents of Kitikrneot cormn.mities who do not live in social housing are 
usually goverrrrnent or company (Hudson Bay C<JillfXU1y, Northern Canada Power 
Carrmission, Northwestel), employees who live in staff housing, the clergy, and 
a very few households who :m:rintain their own housing. The staff housing 
residents are usually transient, living in the cormrunity for several years 
before moving to another location. The social housing population cif Kitikrneot 
makes up over 80% of the total population of the region and probably 
represents about 90% of the permanent or non-transient population. 
-Therefore, by analyzing the household population of social housing and the 
VVcJ.iting list for social housing, practically all of the housing need is 
included. The remainder of the population is housed by the goverrrrnent or 
employers through staff housing programs and their residency in the region is, 
by and large, dependent upon their employment. Looking at the income 
distribution of the Kitikmeot social housing population, including households 
on the VVcJ.i ting list, it is evident that the incomes are very low. Sixty-eight 
per cent of this population have monthly incomes below $1,600/month (Fig. 1). 
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FIGURE 1 
Social Housing Inccne Distribution 
Kit.:i.larEot District, NWl' 
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Ownership Cost Calculation for Small 3 Bedroom Unit 
in Kitikmeot Region of the Northwest Territories 
100.k Down, 11% Interest over 25 Years 
U.ase Taxes Taxes Principal + Powor Healing Waler Insurance Maintenance Operallng She Her Monthly Monthly Annual Annual 
on HAP down 11%~yr u. ... /Mo /Mo lnt+ Tax/Mo Fuel & Sower Premium A"3fMo Cost/Mo Cost/Mo Thres~d Thr0$hold Threshold Tlvoshold 
Unij Opormlng 
Cambridge Bay $109,600 $98,640 $949 S500 S42 $268 $22 $1,013 $69 $162 $12 $36 $100 $379 $1,393 $1,264 
Coppermlno 107,600 96,640 932 500 42 269 22 996 55 136 12 57 100 359 1,355 1,197 
GjoaHawn 111,600 100,440 967 500 42 264 22 1,030 68 178 9 59 100 413 1,444 1,378 
Holman lslard 109,600 98,640 949 500 42 145 12 1,003 56 156 10 57 100 361 1,364 1,270 
Polly Bay 188,600 169,740 1,634 500 42 258 22 1,697 62 210 12 100 100 464 2,181 1,612 
Spence Bay 112,600 101,340 975 500 42 265 22 1,039 82 322 11 59 100 571! 1,614 1,915 
Awrago $123,267 $110,940 $1,064 S500 $42 $245 $20 $1,130 $65 $194 S11 $61 $100 $432 $1,562 $1,439 
Naos: 
1. PrincipoJ is for Homeownershlp Asslslance Program (HAP) 'A' unij lndudlng contracted labour lo erod. 
2. POWI!Ir costs are average charges Ia existing homeowners indusiva of I he FederaJ Power Suppoft Program. 
3. WaJ.er and sewer chargctS are based on ayerag& chatges indusi\'8 ot GNWf !JUbs1dies to homeowners. 
4, Operating costs per month lndude monthly expenses of pO'Ner, heal, waler and sewer, Insurance and mairnenance. 
5. Sheller cos1s per month include all opermlng costs including monthly paymems of principal, lmerosl, laxes and land leaso costs based on the principal amortized owr 25 
yoars a1 11%. 
6, Monthly lhresholds represent the minJmum gross income reqUired to permit the houstng costs to fall 'Mthin 30% of gross income. The operallng threshold repr&sonts tho 
operatong coots only wtlile the Ictal threshold lncludos operallng coslo plus debt seNioo. 
7. Annual ttves~otds represent annueJ seJaty required 10 assume I he costs as noted in 6. 
Total Opermlng Total 
$.4,643 $15,171 SM,710 
4,e16 14,369 54,218 
4,813 18,538 57,756 
4,614 15,235 55,362 
7,269 19,343 87,222 
5,379 22,983 64,549 
$5,206 $17,273 $62,469 
I-" 
tv 
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On the other hand, housing expenses are very high in this area. The 
operating costs of an energy efficient unit, not including any debt service 
average $432/month. If a 30% of gross income guideline for housing costs is 
utilized to measure affordability, almost two-thirds of the population cannot 
afford to pay for the rosie operating costs of fuel, power, water and sewer, 
insurance and maintenance, which -would require an income of $1,439/month 
(Figs. 1-2). When the costs of debt servicing are added to the rosie 
operating costs of maintaining a residence, the costs increase to $1,562 per 
month. Again, using the 30% of income guideline, the monthly gross income 
required to roth service the debt and maintain the operating expenses of a 
home -would require a monthly income of $5,206, far beyond the income of almost 
all households in the region (Figs 1-2). 
Approximately two-thirds of the households cannot afford the basic 
operating costs of a home. One-third of the households can afford .the basic 
costs of operation but cannot afford the added debt service associated with 
the capital costs. Only 1 household out of 593 can afford the operating and 
debt servicing costs of an adequate house. Obviously, the spread between 
incomes and expenses in the area do not allow households to pay either a level 
of market rent for accommodation or maintain their own housing independently. 
This situation does not provide much hope for either rental housing investment 
or homeownership. 
What does this type of income distribution mean in an environment of high 
housing costs? First of all, it means that there will not be any investment 
in market rental housing by the private sector. There simply is not any 
opportunity for return on investment. The market rents -would exceed the 
ability of everyone to pay. The complete absence of any market rental 
accommodation in the region accurately reflects this total lack of effective 
derrand. As well, there will be little or no investment in private homes 
because, again, there is not the financial ability to service the debt while 
maintaining the high operating costs of the unit. Since all the effective 
derrand for housing is TNell belc:w the cost to produce the product, there is no 
housing produced for the market. The effective den:and in this environment is 
zero and consequently, there is no market and no market-dete:rmined price. 
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Only the cost and the social value of the house as shelter serve as 
benchmarks. In this enviromnent many of our traditional housing programs lose 
their effectiveness. Here, the concepts of equity, investment, return, and 
price take on very different meanings or loose their meaning altogether and 
many of the current programs fail because they are built on market 
assmnptions. 
The Rent-Geared-to-Income (RGI) Programs are designed to foster an economic 
choice in favour of market housing when the rental rate paid by the household 
draws close to the market rental rate. Unfortunately, the incomes of m:Jst 
non-market households are well belcw this level. The RGI client is, 
therefore, obliged to p:ty an ever increasing rent until he can afford to build 
his awn accommodation, something alm:Jst no household can ever hope to afford. 
RGI housing is necessary for those families who cannot afford to pay the 
cost of utili ties and maintenance. Without a program which includes these 
charges in a rent geared-to-income, m:Jst of these families would not have 
access to adequate housing within their means. Within the Kitikmeot region, 
two-thirds of the households fall into this category and require RGI housing. 
In a non-market enviromnent, the RGI programs serve lower income families 
well, but tend to load costs which would only be incurred by govenrrnent on the 
higher income households without offering the choice of electing comparative 
or less expensive housing in the marketplace. 
Although the upper third income households in Kitikmeot are producing 
higher rental revenues they are not covering the costs of their housing 
excluding debt servicing. Unfortunately, the govenrrnent will usually pay m:Jre 
for utili ties than the individual household because there are no checks on 
consmnption. The ma.intertance costs also tend to be higher and the cost to 
administer the units must also be considered. Therefore, the RGI client who 
is paying a rent which would cover the costs of utili ties and ma.intenance in a 
house of his awn is probably not covering those costs in RGI housing. These 
200 Kitikmeot households should actually produce $118,000/m:Jnth in rental 
revenue although the costs to the govenrrnent for basic operating costs, 
excluding debt service am:Junt to $235,000/m:Jnth. As noted previously, the 
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basic operating costs, if boTile by the individual households "WOuld ammmt to 
an average of only $86,400 ($432/month/household). 
The Rural and Native CMnership Program (RNH) is also based on market 
assumptions which serve to make it inefficient in the non-market environment. 
The mortgage loan is treated in the traditional manner but subsidized monthly 
to income; subsidized investment, so to speak. The client must pay the costs 
of utilities and maintenance and a 25% of income mortgage payrrent. Therefore, 
the total monthly cost is rm1ch higher than RGI. What does the client receive 
in return for this additional cost? The ansv.Br, unfortunately, is a property 
which has no more value to the family than a rental unit, since there is no 
reasonable resale potential. In a non-market environment, there is not any 
reasonable resale value because there is no effective demand for the unit. 
Therefore, the monthly payments become rent rather than investment because 
there is no realizable return. Recognizing this great difference bet.v."een 
costs, the Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation has introduced utility 
subsidies which only serve to make RNH virtually the same as RGI housing. The 
sense of independence from the government usually gained from ownership is 
also lost since income verification and mortgage payment adjustment is 
necessary for the 25 year lifetime of the mortgage. To most families in non-
market areas, the program is simply a more expensive rental option. 
Although the governnent invests heavily in social housing in the north, the 
price that could be realized on sale is negligible since there is effectively 
no demand. The entire inventory of government-owned RGI housing iiJ. the NWI' 
"WOuld, if sold, produce only a fraction of the book value of the assets if it 
could be sold at all. Similarly, the investment in housing that an individual 
household might make i? not an investment with an expected financial return, 
only an investment in sh~l ter for the family. The investment is purely 
social. 
When the costs of supplying housing far outstrip the affordability in a 
geographic area, a non-market situation occurs, marked by a structural change 
in the supply and demand of housing. Housing is no longer demanded in the 
economic sense, since no one has the income to afford it. It is not a 
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sluggish market, it is a non-market. As well as the economic basis of the 
non-market phenomenon, there is a cultural dimension. Most Native families do 
not view housing as a financial investment and tend to view the location of 
the family home as pemanent. In the Kitikmeot region m::>st of the population 
is Inuit. There is little in-migration or out-migration in the region. Most 
families view their housing as lifetime shelter, not as an investment which 
can be sold with a return, when they decide to leave the area. Therefore, the 
value is simply that of shelter. This cultural dimension coupled with the 
non-market situation rrakes the concept of investment . in housing alm:>st 
meaningless. Even in RGI housing there is a tendency to view the rental unit 
as the family home. It is sometimes quite difficult to m::>ve families from one 
RGI unit to another when family size changes because of this notion of family 
home or location. 
Subsidized ~ Builder Programs In Non-Market Cmm.mities 
Without any economic base the policy and program challenge for housing in 
non-market communities lies in the ability to provide adequate and affordable 
housing at the least cost to the taxpayer. Because of the underlying market 
assumptions in current programs, they are often not effective or efficient in 
a non-market environment. Tb minimize costs, it is important to concentrate 
both on the initial capital costs of housing and the ongoing operations and 
naintenance. 
Returning to the Kitikrneot region, two-thirds of the households cannot 
afford the full costs of utilities and, therefore, it VJOuld seem that an RGI 
program is necessary and beneficial for this sector of the population. One-
third of the households tan afford part of the costs of operation, yet are 
currently housed in RGI housing paying 25% of income and complaining bitterly 
about the high cost of rent, although few are paying rents which cover the 
government's basic costs of operation. By taking a closer look at this one-
third of higher income families, we can discover some policy and program 
directions which will provide housing at less cost to both the client and 
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government and at the same time create an important independence from 
government housing assistance. 
In cases where households can afford the basic operating costs of a unit, 
it would be more efficient for government to design programs that placed the 
financial responsibility of basic operating costs on the client while removing 
the burden of monthly rent or mortgage payments. As demonstrated earlier, the 
government usually pays more for these i terns than the household "WOuld. By 
transferring these costs and eliminating rent or mortgage payments, the 
government would realize a net savings and most households would not 
experience increases in total shelter costs. 
The value of the house as shelter may be protected by making it an asset of 
the household, and requiring them to IIBke a personal investment in the 
property. Although the household may not have adequate income to make a cash 
investment, they may in some way contribute to the construction of the house. 
This household investment in their own shelter not only ensures that the 
investment will be protected, but also reduces the capital investment the 
government is required to IIBke. By investing in some way, either through 
"sweat equity" or cash equity, the household reduces the government 
expenditure necessary to provide the shelter. 
Subsidized, owner-builder programs are a very efficient alternative to the 
current RNH and RGI programs for households in non-market corrmuni ties who are 
able to afford the basic operating costs of a house. This type of program 
provides financial assistance to a household, geared to need, to build a house 
for thernsel ves. It requires the client to contribute a significant investment 
through the contribution of his own labour and forgives the assistance. After 
the completion of the urlit, the client is a homeowner; independent of the 
government, responsible for his own affordable expenses, with a significant 
personal investment in the horne. These programs protect the government's 
social investment in housing better than RGI or RNH because the client 
household, with a personal investment, is more likely to protect the unit. 
The capital cost to the government is reduced because of the contribution of 
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the client toward construction. The operating costs are entirely transferred 
to the client and do not include any ongoing administrative costs. 
The immediate reaction to such programs is often to dismiss them as "give-
aways," but what is given away is equity, which in a non-market environment 
has no value as potential cash return. What is being given away is, 
therefore, only required assistance with shelter and is significantly less 
than assistance offered through other programs. In a market environment, this 
approach can be disastrous because the equity is easily converted to real 
return and the assistance may play havoc with the existing market mechanism. 
But in a non-market community, it is an efficient form of social assistance 
that promotes independence from the government without producing any 
undesirable market effects. 
In the Northwest Territories, the Horneownership Assistance Program provides 
this type of assistance and it has proven to be ve:cy efficient. It is moving 
households out of more expensive RGI housing into their own homes which cost 
less to construct because of the equity contribution of the family and does 
not result in any longer term cost to the government. Of course the program 
has limited income penetration in many areas due to high operational costs and 
low household incomes, but even in high cost areas like Ki tikmeot, the cost 
savings are significant. More .importantly, the program provides households 
with an independence from government assistance and promotes self-sufficiency. 
Conclusion 
In environments where the market cannot be relied upon to produce shelter 
because of limited opportunities for return on investment, subsidized, owner-
builder programs prcxluce the needed units at a low cost while fostering 
independence. Such programs only work well where the spread between housing 
costs and incomes are wide enough to produce non-market conditions. If 
offered in market environments, they tend to produce negative effects on the 
market mechanism by offering ownership assistance to families who would 
normally rely on the market for rental housing. But in northern communities, 
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where no narket is present, they work quite well. The subsidized, owner-
builder programs like the Homeownership Assistance Program increase the stock 
of ownership housing in a community, allowing the stock of RGI housing to be 
used more effectively to serve families who require the deeper subsidies 
offered by that program. 
Most households in these northern communities do not intend on moving to 
other locations and have, in the past, tended to be relatively .inmobile. 
Because of this, the house that is supplied through these programs is used by 
the family throughout its lifetime. It is unlikely that a narket will ever 
develop in these environments unless incomes are significantly increased 
through economic developnent. For the foreseeable future, the government will 
play the :rrajor role in the provision of housing in these northern, non-narket 
corrmuni ties. By realizing the economic structure of these corrmuni ties and 
dropping the narket assumptions implicit in most of our thinking about how to 
provide assistance, we can produce programs which cost less and provide a 
better quality assistance to social housing clients. 
Introduction 
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THE RURAL AND NATIVE HJUSIR; P.RCGRAM. 
IN NRrHmN AND RFMJl'E ClH1UNITIES 
Peter D. Anderson 
Discussion in this paper is limited to the Rural and Native Housing Program 
which has, since 1974, been the main vehicle for housing people in the 
northern and remote commmi ties of this country. The Rural and Native Housing 
Program assists families and indi victuals in obtaining affordable, adequate, 
and sui table housing for either cmnership or rental. Before discussing the 
current program, it is necessary to provide a brief history of the program and 
how it has evolved, as this evolution is critical to understanding many of the 
housing problems and difficulties in northern and remote commmities. 
'llie Evolution of the Rural and Native Program 
The Rural and Native Housing Program was announced March 7, 1974. However, 
before looking at the program sane reference should be made to the Rerrote 
Housing Program which to sane extent was the forerunner to the Rural and 
Native Housing Program. The Remote Housing Program operated under 
federal/provincial agreements in Alberta, Saskatchewan and Manitoba during the 
period from 1965 to 1973. There were a total of 16 units provided in Alberta, 
925 in Saskatchewan and 452 in Manitoba. In each instance, the province was 
the responsible partner. 
In general, the intent' of this housing program was to construct, utilizing 
Native labour, low cost and modest housing units for sale to Indian and Metis 
in remote areas. The original construction cost amortized over 15 years 
averaged $10,000 per unit. The purchaser's equity was generally $200 either 
in cash or sweat equity, and rnonthl y payments were based on a payment to 
income scale. Unfortunately, the level of sales of the units was not as 
anticipated and the program today rerrains primarily rental. 
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The housing units deteriorated very rapidly due to a number of factors 
which included lack of piped services, type of construction, and the lifestyle 
of the occupants. Following a ma. jor review in Manitoba of all remote units, a 
plan is presently in place to correct the deterioration and where piped 
services exist in the corrrrnuni ty, to service the unit. 
'llie Rural and Native Housing Program: Successes and Failures 
The Rural and Native Housing Program was an attempt to improve both the 
administration and delivery of housing programs to the rural and remote areas 
of the country and was the result of pressure on the federal goverrnnent in the 
early 1970s from various Metis and non-status Indian groups from across Canada 
to respond to the deplorable housing condition of Native people living in 
rural and remote areas of the country. As noted earlier, the Remote Housing 
Program did little to satisfy the demonstrated needs. The ma.in elements of 
the program announced in March, 1974 were: 
- the extension, with provincial concurrence, of the Residential 
Rehabilitation Assistance Program, or RRAP as it is commonly called, 
to rural settlement and Native corrrrnunities of 2,500 population or 
less. 
- a target of ufWciTds of 50,000 housing units for rural and Native 
families to be delivered between 1974 and 1979. 
- provinces were invited to enter into partnership under Section 40 of 
the National Housing Act in order to :rreke housing units available for 
private ownership on a purchase-to-income basis as well as rent-to-
income. 
- emergency repair program (previously called Winter Wannth) would be 
continued for a few years for those Native households currently living 
in substandard dwellings and not able to benefit from new units 
imnediately. 
direct involve~ent of the people themselves in 
implementation and administration of the program was 
critical to its success. 
planning, 
considered 
involvement of other federal departments and their appropriate 
programs which could have an effect on the health, welfare, and social 
and economic well being of the people concemed. 
- program support funds would be available to provincial associations of 
Native people and steps taken by CMHC to recruit and train Native 
people at Corporation offices and to second CMHC personnel to 
provincial Native housing groups. 
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What has been our experience given the goals of the program? In the years 
since the rural and Native housing program was announced, one can identify the 
successes and the problems in using the program instrrnnEmts to reach the 
program objectives. It should first be noted that the efforts to involve 
other federal government programs to provide assistance to Native people, 
particularly in the areas of economic developnent and job training, were not 
successful. Whatever successes or problems identified with the program became 
those of Provincial Housing Corporations and CMHC alone. 
After an extension to 1981 from the original date (the end of 1979) the 
target of 50,000 houses and rehabilitated units was reached in April of 1980. 
As of I:JE!cember, 1986 the total of houses constructed, purchased, and 
rehabilitated in rural and rerrote areas is 162,637. Included are 14,248 units 
under Section 40 and 148,389 under RRAP. 
Looking ~riefly at the housing programs, and beginning with RRAP, 
monitoring indicates that the program is serving its intended purpose of 
upgrading houses to required standards. However, because of the nature of 
housing in the northern rerrote areas, there is much less opportunity to 
deliver the program. Housing is either government assisted in some way and 
therefore not eligible, or it is of such a condition that RRAP will serve no 
useful purpose to improve the unit to an acceptable standard in a cost 
beneficial way or to increase the useful life of the property by 15 years, 
which is a program requirement. RRAP is delivered prlinarily through deli very 
agents. The current loan maximum for loan clients is $25,000 with the maximum 
loan forgiveness ranging from $5, 000 in the southerly, more accessible 
co.nmunities to $8,250 in the most rerrote geographical areas, depending on 
income. 
The Emergency Repair Program is delivered exclusively by the provincial 
Native organizations with the exception of NWT. The program provides a non-
repayable contribution to needy owners or occupiers in rural areas to 
undertake emergency repairs required for the continued safe occupancy of their 
houses. The maximum contributions range from $1,500 in more accessible areas 
to $3, 800 in the most rerrote. This program is seen as successful in meeting 
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the emergency needs of owners of less than adequate housing. Because many 
owners of these units will not move to new accommodations, it is no longer 
seen as a stop-gap program. 
The Section 40 NHA Ownership/Rental Program historically was introduced in 
an era of participation and at a tlire when social objectives often out weighe:::i 
housing delivery objectives, particularly as they concern Native people. What 
was not fully appreciate:::i was that the introduction of a housing program which 
was difficult to administer when cambine:::i with the changing social and 
economic aspirations of Native people was doomed to run into administrative 
financial and attitudinal problems. The rrost notable aspects of the program 
are ·· that it has provide:::i ownership and to a much lesser extent rental 
accorrmcxiation for same 14,248 families who had an average income of about 
$11,500 per year, meeting the program's intent of serving low income families. 
The program has been constraine:::i by a full range of issues affecting its 
delivery which include: 
a) The concept of client involvement in the process of planning, 
implerrentation and nanagernent of the program has been difficult and 
costly to implerrent. The sharing of responsibility and decision 
making with groups who often do not have the training and 
sophistication in the invol ve:::i and expensive process of producing 
housing has slowed the process and made it even rrore eXpen.siv-e, 
particularly when a housing program has been used as a vehicle for 
economic developnent and employment. 
b) The necessity for a fe:::ieral/provincial cost sharing arrangement for 
ownership deli very of the program has led to as many different 
programs as thete are provinces involved. Provinces have had 
different priorities, different canmibnents to the program, and a 
different administrative arrangement. As an example, in three 
adjoining provinces, New Brunswick has 80% of its owners in receipt of 
social assistance, Quebec never signed the Section 40 Agreement, and 
in Ontario no social assistance recipient is eligible to became a 
Section 40 owner. 
--------------------------------------··--
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c) The prCXJram is by nature expensive. The cost of construction and 
building materials in rural and rerrote communi ties is high; the 
efficiency of the building industry, if there is one, is minimal; the 
choice of sites for building and servicing is not ideal; distances are 
great, and transportation choices may be limited; and the search for 
thennal efficiency in adverse climatic conditions all increase the 
cost in providing adequate housing. 
d) Perhaps the most difficult issue to comprehend is that of moving the 
low income tenant or owner of an unimproved shelter (which could more 
corm:ronly be referred to as a "shack") into an ownership position 
having to pay on a mortgage based on 25% of his/her income. While 
many purchasers have adapted to this concept there are also many who 
do not appreciate that they are owners, and maintain a renters 
mentality. :Before becoming owners, little or none of their income 'WaS 
paid in housing costs and the concept of homeownership and its 
responsibilities are not well understood. This has led to a serious 
arrears problem, particularly in remote areas where other living costs 
such as food and fuel are extremely high, and where owners are 
seasonally employed and do not have sufficient income to pay both 
mortgage payments and maintenance on their unit. Often their 
conception is that 25% of income is rent and the landlord, that is 
CMHC or the province, should pay for maintaining the unit to an 
acceptable standard. One result of this is the deterioration of the 
physical condition of some units and the need for post-occupancy 
repairs. 
e) In the early days of the program, modest housing was considered by 
some to be min.irm.nh_ housing. Existing housing which 'WaS purchased for 
resale to rural and Native housing purchasers received ~ 
upgrading. The quality of units constructed in rural and remote areas 
suffered for many reasons; inexperienced contractors, poor sites with 
swamps or rock being the nann, poor house siting by setting it too low 
and the absence of pipe services were contributors. A final 
contributor to housing problems was a search for thennal efficiency. 
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Air-tight houses tend to produce condensation problems and this 
situation is aggravated by large families, severe winters and absence 
of pipe services. The physical deterioration of the unit can be rapid 
and it nay not last even the amortization period of 25 years without 
substantial rraintenance. 
f) With the rrain thrust of the Rural and Native Housing Program directed 
towards homeownership, and given the circumstances already described 
of a lack of affordability and building deterioration, extraordinary 
financial assistance is sometimes warranted. Such help cannot be 
extended under Section 40 to homeowners unless there is a legal 
necessity to do so such as under warranty type post-occupancy reJ?'lir. 
g) The involvement of the client group as represented by the Provincial 
Native Association has been rraintained from sustaining grants to 
establish and rraintain housing groups to assist in rural and Native 
housing delivery. Such groups prirrarily -work with CMHC where CMHC is 
the active J?'irtner. While there has been reasonable continuity in the 
housing groups, these groups are headed by elected representatives. 
Changes for political reasons, create at times, uncertainty in 
direction, staff turnover and disruption to the orderly delivery of 
the program. 
The work done by the groups varies from province to province but usually 
consists of services such as determining need and demand, assisting applicants 
with the J?'iper work and counselling. CMHC or the province retains 
responsibility to approve applicants, buy land, let contracts, supervise the 
-work, rrake advances and administer mortgages. Instances of the client group 
becoming involved in construction have generally been of questionable success. 
There are rrany examples where cost overruns were the nonu and projects -were 
left to be completed by the active J?'irtner. 
Over the years there has been pressure on the federal governrnent from 
Native representatives to include training and developnent along with an 
economic developnent focus to any changes in the Rural and Native Housing 
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Program. However, it is recognized that without separate funding, economic 
development costs increase housing costs and ultimately lead to higher 
IIDrtgages. The costs of subsidies reduces the housing impact of a given 
budget. Tb this date, the program does not make any provisions for economic 
development as such to be a program component. 
Arrears continue to be a rna jor cause of concern. A great deal of 
administrative time is required in addition to the actual cost of arrears, 
foreclosures, and the repair of acquired properties. Of no less concern are 
the problems faced by the owners. A review of the arrears problem concluded 
that l<::TN income.~, b:::f~ar incomes, high cost of utilities, ignorance of 
program requirements on entry, client family type, and administrative short-
comings all contribute to the high level of arrears. Where substantial 
improvement in arrears has been noted a number of factors have contributed 
including: improvement in the administrative practices including the 
finalization of sales and title transfers in place of occupancy agreements; 
the setting of arrears goals; the increased administrative attention given to 
the Rural and Native Housing portfolio; the clarification of collections 
policies; improved counselling; and, finn, reasonable and timely follow-up. 
Arrears nationally average 26.76% for the ownership and rental programs with 
the highest arrears being associated with the remote northern areas. 
Program Cl1anges And Inpr:ova:tents: 1974-1987 
The delivery, operations, and administration of the program have been under 
constant review and change since the beginning in 1974. Through consultative 
processes with Native people and the provinces, issues and problems have been 
identified which have resulted in improvements. A discussion of these changes 
and their implications is outlined below: 
a) RRAP is now available on a universal basis with a separate budget 
allocation for Rural Homeowner RRAP. In order to achieve the Native 
targets a significantly higher number of Rural Homeowner RRAP loans 
are targeted to Native clients. The levels of forgiveness and the 
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relationship of forgiveness to geographic location.have already been 
outlined. 
b) 1985 was the first year that the Rural and Native Housing 
Homeownership/Rental Program was available nationally to all rural 
canadians. In additions, there was provision for an increased 
utilization of the rental option nationally which was previously not 
available in all provinces. With affordability being identified as a 
rna. jor source of problems, three approaches are now in place: 
i) homeownership tenure is reserved for those households in 
need who are able to contribute equity and who are IIDst able 
to successfully ma.nage horneawnership responsibilities. This 
encompasses primarily the working poor. 
ii) clients without equity are directed towards rental. Welfare 
clients are generally directed to the rental option. 
iii) a lease-purchase option is in place to enable the IIDre low 
income clients to upgrade themselves over time from rental 
to homeownership. 
c) The introduction in 1986 of a heating allowance for the homeownership 
component will enable participants under the program to direct 
additional household financial resources to home maintenance. 
Equitable treatment of pre-1986 clients will be secured through 
negotiations with the provincial partners to extend the heating 
allowance to the existing portfolio. Most provinces have already 
agreed. With the addition of a heating allowance, energy efficiency 
in the units and the associated cost of a highly efficient, low 
maintenance nEWly constructed unit, becomes less of a concern. The 
program can now utilize sui table existing housing where available. 
The addition of a heating allowance should, particularly· in the areas 
of a high cost of. living, such as the north, reduce the arrears as 
IIDre IIDney will be available in the household. 
d) The program is targeted to persons in core housing need which is 
defined as those households who cannot afford or cannot obtain 
adequate and suitable accommodation. This includes those households; 
who occupy a crow::ied or inadequate dwelling and currently pay less 
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than 30% of their income for shelter but for whom basic shelter costs 
for an adequate and suitable dwelling available in their rrarket area 
vvould consmne 30% or more of their income; or who pay 30% or more of 
their income for shelter but for whom an adequate and sui table 
dwelling in their rrarket area vvould consmne 30% or more of their 
income. 
e) the Provincial Native's Association no;v receive a fee-for-service 
which has replaced the old sustaining grants. Fees are made available 
for services provided under an agreement which identifies the agents 
role and responsibilities in assisting the active party in the 
delivery of the homeownership/rental program. This has created a more 
business like arrangerrent with the Native associations and provides a 
clear understanding of the levels of assistance which are expected 
from the provincial association. In addition, tripartite m:magerrent 
committees have been established comprised of representatives from 
CMHC, the province, and the Provincial Native Association. The 
responsibilities of each tripartite committee include ensuring that 
Native housing goals are met, preparing annual and three year housing 
plans for Native people, and setting priorities for rural and Native 
housing homeownership and rental activities. In effect, the 
Tripartite Committees will oversee all Native Housing Assistance 
activities, including delivery in each province. This will ensure 
client Native people continue to have a strong voice in their housing 
requirerrents. 
Finally, as part of the on-going search to more effectively and efficiently 
deliver housing in rural and rerrote areas of this country, the Rural and 
Native Housing IJE!rronstrati~n Program was introctU:ced in 1986. The objective of 
this program is to assess the feasibility of offering a housing assistance 
program in rural and rerrote areas whereby the occupant is funded for the cost 
of land and materials and, under expert supervision, builds his own home. 
This new Rural and Native Housing Program will involve a total of 500 units 
over a 5 year period and will be applied in all rural areas of the country. 
The units are expected to cost on average less than $40,000 and this has been 
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born out from first year's experience with the progTam. The Dem:mstration 
Program will be watched closely and all irmavations will be monitored with a 
view to the possibility of their being expanded · for inclusion under the 
general program guidelines. 
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Introduction 
In 1986, the Yukon Housing Corporation completed a housing needs study. 
The study was corrmissioned in response to requests that the Corporation 
rationalize government intervention in the housing market and justify 
expenditures. The results of this study indicate that when cornp::tred to the 
other territorial and provincial jurisdictions, the Yukon has the highest 
percentage of population in core housing need. 
This :paper presents existing and new infonnation about housing needs and a 
description of the context in which these housing needs exist. The paper 
outlines geographic, economic, political, administrative and social factors 
that have contributed to housing needs and impaired policy and program 
planning. A selection of policies and programs to mitigate these needs is 
presented. 
Factors Contrihiting to Housing Need 
The Yukon, as Imich as any northern jurisdiction, has serious housing needs 
and a wide range of conditions which contribute to these needs. The 1986 
"Yukon Housing Needs Study" indicates that the Yukon has a higher percentage 
of population in core housing need (as defined by 01HC) than any other 
territorial or provincial jurisdiction (Figure 1). To fully understand the 
housing problems in the Yukon, it is necessary to begin by describing SOITIE! of 
the geographic, economic, political, administrative and social factors that 
have contribute:::l to current housing needs. The :paper will also highlight SOITIE! 
of the findings of the 1986 "Yukon Housing Needs Study" and subsequent housing 
needs research, and review the Yukon Housing Corporation's recent and planned 
activity to meet these needs. 
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Geogra.prlc Factors 
Geography in the Yukon has a particularly strong impact on housing needs. 
The Yukon is the smallest of the twelve provincial and territorial 
jurisdictions, with a population of just over 26,000 in 1986. Approximately 
18,000 people - a.J.nost 70% of the Yukon's population - live in the capital, 
Whitehorse. The remaining population lives pr.inaril y in sixteen other 
centres, where the median population is 314 (JxTap 1). All commmities are 
accessible by road, with the exception of Old Crow inside the Arctic Circle, 
which is accessible only by air. 
Fifty-five per cent of people in need of housing assistance live in 
Whitehorse, in locations such as trailer courts and squatter sites along the 
Yukon river. Forty-five per cent of the people in need of housing assistance 
are spread throughout the territory. This causes logistical problems for 
policy developnent and for program delivery. In 1987 for example, the 
corporation is delivering a 28 - unit program in 10 different commmities. 
Econcmic Factors 
The Yukon economy, even nore than the geography, has contributed to current 
housing needs. First, the economy in the Yukon has a tradition of l:xx:Jm and 
bust. In 1982, for example, the Cypril Anvil/D:Jme Petrolemn mine in Faro 
closed indefinitely. The mine closure shut down the town of Faro, with a 
population of about 2,000 people, and affected most households in the Yukon. 
As tax revenues declined, the territorial governm::mt cut expenditures, put in 
place a hiring freeze, ~d cut salaries and hours for all employees by 10%. 
This recession lasted three years. During such periods of recession, people 
have increased difficulty affording housing. 
Second, the bcxJm and bust economy discourages investment in housing by 
indi victuals, entrepreneurs and businesses. In turn, the lack of investment in 
housing causes landloids to defer maintenance during periods of law occupancy. 
In addition, if the landloids can maintain solvency, they tend to raise .rents 
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drama.tically during times of high occupancy. Many lower and :m:x:lerate incane 
households must spend more than thirty per cent of.their income for shelter, 
regardless of adequacy or suitability. 
Third, the economy is characterized by a high percentage of part-time and 
seasonal employment. Part-time and seasonal employees usually cannot rranage 
unassisted ownership of an adequate dwelling. Seasonal and/ or intenni ttent 
earnings are not sufficient to meet equal, regular mortgage payments. Part-
time and seasonal workers find it virtually impossible to secure a 01HC 
insured mortgage or to qualify for an assisted homeownership program. 
Moreover, experience has 
work for most part-time 
programs do not work. 
shown that conventional homeownership programs do not 
or seasonal workers. For some clients, even rental 
Incidentally, of the twelve jurisdictions, the Yukon 
has the smallest percentage of social assistance clients in social housing, 
perhaps because of the high percentage of part-time and seasonal employment. 
On the other hand, same people choose to live in inadequate dwellings to 
protect themselves against periods of little or no income. This practice 
fosters the commonly accepted perception that people choose, and are content 
to live in inadequate dwellings, undennining support for housing programs. 
Political Factors 
The political system and process have also contributed significantly to 
housing needs. The system fostered the frontier mentality of "every m:m and 
'W'Oil1eil for themselves. " Generally, the govermnent and the public held the 
perception that everyone in the Yukon was responsible for their own housing 
needs and that private se~or resources were sufficient to meet these needs. 
The government adopted a hands off approach to social programs (such as 
housing) and to any laws perceived to limit so-called individual freedans. 
Until 1985, it was legal to drink and drive in the Yukon, although driving 
while intoxicated was illegal. The assumption was . that indi victuals should 
have freedom and responsibility for driving sober or drunk. Likewise, the 
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government assl..llrlEd. that individuals should have freedom and responsibility for 
their own housing. 
While it is difficult to document, it seems that the politicians and 
bureaucrats did not support significant public sector intervention in the 
housing market except to establish subdivisions. The Yukon government 
provided more than eight million dollars on an eventual cost recovery basis in 
the late 1970s and early 1980s for one of several new subdivisions in 
Whitehorse. The government funded that subdivision in order to accorrmxlate an 
anticipa.ted influx of people working on the construction of the Alaska 
pipeline and with related industrial developnent. The subdivision was not 
intended to provide housing assistance to those in core housing need. 
Meanwhile, the territorial government apparently decided that the private 
sector could meet all housing needs in the Yukon. They began to sell social 
housing units on the open market. Indeed, the social housing inventory 
declined between 1982 and 1984. In 1983, the territorial government 
dismantled the Yukon Housing Corporation and TIE.de Housing a branch of the 
Deparbnent of Comnunity and Transportation Services. Staff strength fell fran 
fifteen to two. 
In 1985, a new government provided new political direction to Yukon 
Housing. At the request of the Minister responsible for the Department of 
Corrmunity and Transportation Services, Yukon Housing prepa.red a 14-point 
action plan to structure a new Yukon Housing Corporation. This plan included 
three crucial steps: 
1. A Yukon housing needs study; 
2. Developnent of a white pa.per on social housing policy; 
and 
3. Preparation of a new Housing Corporation Act. 
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Administrative Factors 
Unfortunately, the administrative system designed to address housing needs 
failed to resolve the problems created by geography, economy, politics and, in 
some instances, compounded them. 'Ihe Yukon Housing Corporation was 
established in 1972 with the mandate: 
to create, co-ordinate and give direction to housing programs so 
as to provide standard housing to all residents of the Yukon 
Terri tory, whether this be done through homeownership or 
subsidized rental. 
Based on a housing needs study completed in 1972 the new- Corporation announced 
a 7.5 million dollar budget, (in 1972 dollars) and· a five-year housing plan 
for 1974-78. 'Ihis involved construction of 4,500 units, for sale and for 
rent. Program costs were shared with the federal government. For reasons 
which have not been researched, over the 1974-78 period, only 145 units were 
added to the inventory. 'Ihis represents roughly three per cent of the planned 
units. At fiscal year end 1986, there were only 351 units in the 
Corporation's social housing inventory. 'Ihe equivalent of this VvUuld be if 
the NWl' Housing Corporation had only seven hundred social housing units 
instead of the approxirrately 3,900 currently in their inventory. 
'Ib add to the difficulties of delivering social housing in the Yukon, there 
has been a history of high staff-turnover in the Yukon Housing Corporation and 
the Yukon Territorial GovernitE!lt. In the eighteen rronths since I have been 
with the Corporation, there has been a 50 per cent turnover in head office 
staff. Historically, it seems that no sooner were new initiatives made, than 
key personnel left the organization. Standard operating procedures, field 
manuals, by-laws and contracts are still not in place, fifteen years after the 
Corporation was created. 
Social Factors 
Less tangible than geographic, economic, political and administrative 
factors, are the social factors which have contributed to core housing need. 
It is very difficult to define housing needs for some people in core housing 
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need - those in need of special purpose housing, or those who live in rural or 
remote corrmunities such as Old Cro;.v and Dawson City. It is also ve:ry 
expensive for the government to provide such housing assistance. Moreover, 
many people have difficulty recognizing that housing needs exist. 
Full-time government and other workers are concentrated in Whitehorse and, 
for the :rrost part, they are well housed. Judging from my own experience, many 
of these people are unaware that housing needs exist to the extent that they 
do. Some lower income people in need of housing assistance have difficulty in 
articulating their housing needs and accessing housing programs. Given the 
extent of housing needs in the Yukon, it would seem that many households in 
need also have difficulty convincing decision makers to provide more resources 
for housing programs. 
In any effort to mitigate housing needs, the Yukon Housing Corporation Tiru£t 
take into account all of the factors that contribute to housing needs in the 
Yukon. The Yukon Housing Corporation established an interagency corrmi ttee as 
part of its activities for the International Year of Shelter for the Homeless. 
Research undertaken by this corrmi ttee identified housing needs for several 
client groups which cannot be picked up in any usual needs study, including 
victims of family violence, the psychiatrically and mentally disabled, and 
people in transition from different situations. We are advancing the position 
in our discussions with other jurisdictions, and here today, that these needs 
are not, in fact, special needs. Rather, these housing needs should be 
perceived as no:r:nal and ma.instream in our society. 
A Review of Hous.ing- Need 
Ever since the collapse of the ambitious 1974-78 plan, housing need in the 
Yukon has been grCM"ing. During the global and operating agreanent 
negotiations in 1984-85, the Yukon Housing Corporation concluded that they 
would have to document Yukon housing needs in order to participate in the 
national needs-based allocation process. 
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Though several groups in the Yukon had completed sectorial needs studies, 
no territorial study had been completed since 1972. Discussions between Yukon 
Housing Corporation and CMHC resulted in a $40,000 study in the Yukon 
Terri tory. After a review of several methodologies, the Corporation decided 
to undertake a door-to-door survey to determine housing needs in the Yukon. 
Because of the limited data and sample base, current housing models have 
little application in the Yukon. Yukon Housing Corporation selected the 
Institute of Urban Studies to do a Yukon Housing Needs Study. 
In 1985, the Institute of Urban Studies (IUS) completed a survey of 998 
Yukon households. This sample represented 10% of households in Whitehorse and 
20% of households in other communities. Each household was interviewed 
canbined with a lengthy questionnaire administered by an intexviewer. As 
indicated earlier, the suxvey indicates that the Yukon has the highest 
percentage of housing need of all the jurisdictions in Canada (Figure 1) . 
This bar graph highlights the findings: 29. 4 per cent of households in the 
Yukon are in core housing need, almost 33% greater than Manitoba, the 
jurisdiction with the second highest percentage of core housing need, and IIDre 
than double the national average. 
At the same time IUS was working on the needs study, CMHC unilaterally 
introduced core need income thresholds. The definition of core housing need 
was, and remains, problerratic. CMHC and Yukon Housing Corporation have been 
working to develop thresholds which both agencies believe are realistic for 
the Yukon. The rrain stmnbling block has been the absence of data and a 
methodology for non-:rrarket areas. New thresholds will cause the percentage of 
the Yukon population in core housing need to increase from 29% to 
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approximately 34%. So, when we talk about the core housing need population in 
the Yukon, we are talking about more than one third of all households. 
The composition of the core housing need population is illustrated in 
Figure 2. Families with children account for IIDre than half the need. These 
are figures for the whole Yukon; the actual composition of the core housing 
need population varies from community to community. 
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FIGORE 1 
CORE HOUSING NEED IN CANADA 
Canada Yukon Quebec Manitoba 
REGION 
FIGORE 2 
CORE NEED BY TYPE OF HOUSEHOLD 
Single Parent 20.6 
Seniors 14.5 
Couple with Children 35.5 
Single Person(s) 16.3 
Couple No Children 12.8 
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Many households in core need have housing adequacy problems: 
1. Twenty-four per cent of households in the Yukon do not 
have basic facilities; 
2. Twenty-three per cent live in accorrmxlation with :p::>or 
interior conditions; and 
3. Sixteen per cent live in accorrmxlation with :p::>or 
exterior condition. 
When overlap is eliminated1 almost 50% of the housing stock in the Yukon is 
inadequate. Not all households in inadequate housing haVE! income l~ls below 
the thresholds which would place them in core housing need. This fuels the 
argument that a significant nmnber of people in the Yukon live in inadequate 
dwellings by choice. At this time, there is no clear data base to prove or 
disprove this argument. 
Policy And Prop:am Appr.uaches To Address Needs 
So what is it that the Yukon Housing Corporation is going to do to address 
these· needs? Given the constraints already outlined, our current plans 
include the development of the following: 
1. a social housing policy White pa.per in 1987. This will provide 
the policy framework for new program developnent and deli very 
2. a five year housing program in 1987 for 1987-91 
3. a RRAP enrichm:mt program in 1987 
4. a municipa.l services program in 1987 
5. a disabled renovation program in 1987 
6. a new cost shared renovation program replacing RRAP in 1988 
7. increased assistance to private non profit groups in 1988. 
Equally important, what can we do to ensure that the failure of the 1974-78 
plan is not repeated in 1987-91? 
1 . to rni tigate geographic problems, we are planning to decentralize 
activities and develop local expertise; 
2. to mitigate economic problems, we will deliver snaller scale 
projects and develop the housing construction sector; 
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3. to mitigate political problems 1 we will undertake extensive 
consultation in the development and delivery of housing policies 
and programs at the corrmunity level; 
4. to mitigate our administrative problems, we are systematically 
developing a corporation through our fourteen point action plan; 
and, 
5. to mitigate our social problems, we will develop a continuing 
Housing Commission and C~ty Planning and Client Services 
Program. 
Conclusion 
Nothing is easy when it comes to defining housing needs and delivering 
programs to meet those needs in the north. We are faced with great 
challenges. What keeps our work interesting are the opportunities created by 
these challenges. I have touched only briefly on Yukon Housing Corporation 
plans to address housing needs in the Yukon. I hope you will all feel free to 
respond to those proposals and discuss your own experience with factors that 
contribute to housing needs in the north. 
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MDERN IOJSTIG IN 'IHE CANADIAN NCRIH: 
SCQAL NECESSITY AND EXXJtOUC MISMATCH? 
Robert M. Bone 
The diffusion of ideas, institutions, methods and values from a technically 
more advanced society to a less advanced one is part of the piOCess of 
modernization. 1 This diffusion of development has wide spread social 
consequences for people of technically less advanced societies because, 
depending on the level of modernization, it can require massive changes in 
their way of life. These social changes can be very trying and they represent 
one drawback to the development strategy of imposing outside technically 
advanced solutions upon another less advanced society. 
One example of development diffusion is the introduction of public housing 
programs for Native peoples in northern Canada. In this paper, the concept of 
privately owned housing units built under a public housing program is 
presented as an example of imposed development diffusion. The goal of this 
program was to solve the northern housing problem by employing the concept of 
private ownership. 
Historical Background 
Housing should fit the needs and financial capacity of people. Until the 
1940s the vast majority of northern Native peoples lived on the land and this 
fact necessitated the u'se of local resources to construct shelters at 
different locations, acco:rding to the season of the year. Typical types of 
shelter were the igloo, log cabin, and skin or canvas tents. These types of 
shelter had four chief design elements: ( 1) basic piOtection from the 
elements, (2) ease of construction, (3) use of local labour and materials and 
(4) no or little need for cash investment. 
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The decade of the 1950s was marked by the canmencement of settling of Metis 
families in srrall isolated corrmuni ties. For the Metis, this shift represented 
an important step in their inclusion in Canadian society and in doing so it 
a1 tered their lifestyle. Shelter was anong the changes in their lifestyle. 
Their traditional shelter, the log cabin, soon proved to have serious 
drawba.cks in a settlement envirorunent. Three rrain problems with log cabins 
were their srrall size, quality of construction and lack of modern amenities 
necessary in an url::an surrounding. 
Two new factors, namely increased family size and living in close quarters, 
added to their inadequacy. IDg cabins, often under 100 square feet, were 
satisfactory for a family of 3 or 4 living on the land but since the Metis 
family size rrore than doubled in the first decade of settlement living, 
overcraM:iing became a serious problem. An example of extreme overcraM:iing was 
recorded at the corrmunity of I.a I.Dche in the 1976 Housing Needs Survey when 
three .families totalling 20 people were living in a small house built under 
the 1960 public housing program. Its size was 540 square feet and the living 
space per person was calculated at 27 square feet. But the wvrst case of 
overcraM:iing was in. I.a IDche where a family of eight lived in a log shack of 
120 square feet, giving only 15 square feet of living space per person (Report 
on the Housing Needs Survey, Northern Saskatchewan, Table 2). 
Settlement living also resulted in contamination of water supplies, 
generating the need for a village sewage/water system. As the population of 
the Metis ccmrruni ties grew, the magnitude of health .problems arose due to the 
pollution of the water supply by human wastes. The solution required large 
capital invest:Ilents by individuals and their corrmunities. In the case of the 
Metis and their corrmuni ties, such capital was simply not available through 
local taxation. 
By the early 1960s, housing for Metis in northern settlements was in a 
desperate situation. Compared to staff housing for public servants living in 
isolated centres, such as the RCMP, conservation officers, teachers and 
nurses, Metis dwellings were clearly substandard. In the larger settlements, 
water and sewage systems were developed for staff housing and public buildings 
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such as schools and nursing stations. In this way, a dual housing system 
emerged, giving more evidence of the disparity between Native and non-native 
living conditions in northern communities. 
A:rriEd with facts and figures, Native _political leaders went to the media, 
canparing Metis dwellings to those occupied by urban slum dw-ellers in the 
Third World. These statements caught the public's attention and forced the 
federal and provincial goverrnnents to address the Metis housing problem 
created by the move to settlements. All agreed that a new type of shelter was 
required and that goverrnnent housing programs were needed to fill that social 
gap. 
Public Housing P.ruJrams 
Public housing programs in northern Saskatchewan began in 1960 when the 
S~skatchewan Deparbnent of Natural Resources built two srrall houses at 
Pinehouse. At that time, few people lived full-time at this site and the need 
for housing was srrall. However, the dem:md for public housing accelerated as 
the migration of Metis people to settlements increased. For example, 
Pinehouse had less than 50 inhabitants in 1961 while in 1986 its population 
was nearly 700. This rapid growth of settlement population is typical of all 
northern Metis communities and it accounts for the continuing need for urban-
style housing by the Metis. Therefore, the driving force behind public 
housing programs for Native peoples including the Metis is the social 
necessity of providing suitable housing for a people in transition from a bush 
life to a settlement life. 
In the 1960s, the pOblic housing programs produced small and simply 
constructed framed units. In northern Saskatchewan, the first program was 
funded solely by the provincial government. However, as the ma.gni tude of the 
problem became more visible, the province realized that it did not have the 
resources necessary to deal with dem:md for northern housing. Negotiations 
began with the federal and provincial governments. These housing programs 
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were nonnall y for a five year period and over time the type of housing changed 
from "ba.sic" shelter approach to a "fully rrodern" unit. 
This change in the type of housing was most evident in the size and style 
of public housing. The size of the housing stock increased with the basic 
units increasing from less than 200 square feet of living space to over 1,000 
square feet. The style of the public housing followed the design of housing 
found in southern canada and the most efficient deli very system was to produce 
several rrodels. The presence of rrodern amenities such as central heating, 
flush toilets and running hot and cold water were common to most DNS built 
houses in medium to large settlements. The guali ty of these houses, at least 
by southern standar:ds, was a substantial improverrent over the original Native 
housing and the first types of public housing for the Metis. · 
The most ambitious housing program took place in the 1970s under the 
Department of Northern Saskatchewan. This program was designed to provide a 
southern level of housing to the people of the north and thereby reduce the 
north-south disparities. It was also expected to give a sense of pride and 
responsibility to the Metis through the concept of home ownership. From 1972 
to 1981, this housing program delivered over a thousand housing units to 30 
settlements in northern Saskatchewan at an estimated cost of over $50 million. 
This program, jointly funded by the federal and provincial governments, was 
based on home ownership for low income Metis families, i.e. , those families 
earning less than $10,000 per year. In the early 1970s, CMHC would not 
approve a housing loan for a family living in southern Saskatchewan unless 
their earnings exceeded $12, 000. GovernrrEnts recognized that these low income 
families could not pay the full mortgage payments and, for this reason, 
mortgage payments were scaled to family income. 
Building costs are higher in the north than in the south. There are two 
prinru:y reasons for these differences: ( 1) the cost of transporting building 
materials to remote settlements and (2) the need to import skilled southern 
labour to help build these units. Currently, the cost of building a 3-bedroan 
unit with a total of 1,200 square feet of living space at remote communities 
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in northern Saskatchewan, such as Stony Rapids, -wuuld exceed $100,000. For 
similar reasons, the cost of rraintenance and repair of northern houses is 
higher than in the south. This fact plus the low income of Metis families 
represents a serious flaw in the concept of privately owned modern houses. 
'Ihe M:xJem Privately Owned HOusing Solution 
The horne ownership type of solution to the housing program has considerable 
merit if the economic base of the northern Metis communities was improving. 
Unfortunate! y, such developrent has not occurred and the Metis continue to 
live in ccmnunities with little opportunity to gain employment. For this 
reason alone, the home ownership solution has been plagued with problems. 
These problems relate to the fact that most Metis families do not have members 
with permanent jobs or with equivalent so'urces of other income. Such low 
income families find it difficult to meet their basic needs and, therefore, 
housing payments along with rraintenance and repairs to these units fall 
behind. 
What the government has inadvertently done is to create a modern type of 
privately owned housing for a lCM income group and this income group has 
insufficient funds to afford such housing. In the case of the DNS housing, 
there is a mortgage adjustment feature. But other costs -were not addressed. 
These include: 
1. the cost of fuel oil 
2. the cost of sewer and water system 
3. the cost of electricity (use of electric stoves rather than wood ones) 
4. the cost of telephone service 
5. the cost of garbage collection 
6 . the cost of property taxes 
7. the cost of rnainteriance and repair. 
In addition to these costs, the chief economic motive for private ownership 
of housing is the equity of the dwelling. In northern Saskatchewan, few 
settlements have a rrarket for housing and therefore almost all Metis housing 
has little or no equity. 
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lbusing Misnatch 
There is no doubt that a public response to the Metis housing crisis was 
necessary. The problem is that the public response created a mismatch between 
housing costs and Metis income. Evidence for this position is found in the 
rapid deterioration of newly built public housing units and the failure of 
many home owners to keep up with their subsidized IIDrtgage payments. This new 
housing problem of "high costs" of ownership is typified by the remarks of the 
Mayor of Buffalo Narrows, Leonard larson quoted in the I.a Ronge based 
newspaper, The Northerner (May 6th, 1987) : 
All is not well in the northern municipal system. We are IIDre dependent 
on government today than we ever were and .sometimes it seems our 
infrastructure can be a detriment rather than as asset. We have no 
economic base and a high percentage of our population is on welfare. 
If we develop lots at $15,000 each, who are we going to sell them to-
welfare recipients? I am not sure we should be developing land or sewer 
and water systems . 
While the ultinate solution to the housing program lies in a stronger 
northern econort¥ and the emergence of a sound economic base for Metis 
families, the short term solution is either to build less sophisticated houses 
or to increase subsidies for their operation and maintenance. One example of 
the increased dependency on southern products and the associated rise in house 
operating costs is the use of fuel oil driven furnaces rather than v;a:xi 
furnaces. The cost of heating a 1600 square foot housing unit produced under 
DNS, the 'lbronto Split, is substantially higher using fuel oil thari wood. In 
1976, it was estimated that the heating bill for fuel oil would be $720 while 
the cost of using a local resource, wood, and the labour of the home owner 
would be less than $100 (Housing Needs Survey, p. 112). Since 1976, the price 
of fuel oil has risen muc{l IIDre rapidly than the cost of procuring local v;a:xi 
which is essentially a ubiquitous resource. While there were "good" technical 
reasons for using forced air furnaces, the decision to use fuel oil rather 
than wood is another example of the shortcomings of the diffusion of southeiTI 
methods into the north. 
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Rethinking 'Ibe Public Housing Solution 
For the most :part, Metis inccme is too low to afford modern housing 
delivered by public housing programs. Acco:rding to Bone and Green (p. 483), 
the average cost of operating a modern dwelling in northern Saskatchewan in 
1976 compared to a traditional one was considerable, i.e., $150 per year 
compared to $1,800. With an average 1976 family inccme of $7,600, these 
higher operating costs were difficult to pay and left little funds for other 
basic needs, including naintenance of the modern dwelling. All evidence 
indicates that this situation has not changed over the last ten years. 
There appears to be three choices facing society: 
1. to expand public support to areas of naintenance and repair of 
dwellings, 
2. to curtail public invesbnent in the northern housing, or 
3. to change the housing strategy by allowing northern authorities 
to determine the design, construction and naintenance of public 
houses by using more local labour and resources. 
The proposed housing strategy was articulated in the 1976 Housing Needs 
Survey of the Northern Municipal Council. In this approach, public housing 
funds would be assigned to local Metis settlement councils. They would be 
responsible for using these funds wisely in order to satisfy local housing 
needs, including the design, naintenance and repair of these units. Certain 
constraints would be placed upon these local agencies by governments to ensure 
the funds are "wisely" spent. The advantage of this "bottom down" approach is 
that local control and participation is increased. Such control should result 
in the increased use of local resources and labour. Since transportation 
costs make up about 30% of the total cost of building public housing in the 
north, this approach nay offset any additional costs of local labour. 
Significantly, it should also reduce the level of northern unemployment and 
thus foster co.rrmuni ty developnent. 
In conclusion, local authorities deserve a chance to :participate more fully 
in the public housing programs. This co.rrmunity developnent approach, while 
not a new strategy, has not been tried before in northern Saskatchewan. While 
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it nay not be the perfect solution, it does transfer housing funds and 
responsibilities to northern peoples. Such an approach satisfies the social 
necessities of addressing the Metis housing shortage. Whether it reduces the 
current economic misnatch between Metis family income and housing costs 
depends on the local Metis decision-makers. The hope is that by being close 
to the problem, solutions will natch the needs and capabilities of Metis 
people. 
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IDJS:IR; RJLICY (DilCERNS IN KN--LRBAN 
AND S:m;LE INIXJSTRY OHruNITIES 
IN N:RlllERN MANrlUBA 
Ken Cassin 
The discussion in this paper focuses on the "non-urban" north; those 
communities with a population of less than 2,500 - to use a Canada Mortgage 
and Housing Corporation (CMHC) definition - whose housing conditions 
historically have been very poor, and to which planes and/ or truckloads of 
"experts" descend from t.i.Ire to t.i.Ire to examine, define, plan and evaluate. 
The paper also discusses, however, a number of issues that have arisen with 
respect to housing in the larger urban/limited industry camrnuni ties of the 
north. 
Although the corrments, herein, are relevant in other jurisdictions, they do 
reflect a Manitoba. experience. While provinces and territories have varying 
types of unilateral public sector support programning, federal gove.r:nment 
policy has historically, and still is, the major influence in northern housing 
programning. However, this paper does not deal with the issue of "on-reserve" 
funding - a federal responsibility. 
The "duality" of the north should be noted at the outset. The first group 
of non-urban camrnunities, generally with a smaller population, has a 
particular set of problems reflecting an underdeveloped econcmy - and econcmy 
which could be defined in Third World tenns. These communi ties are often 
characterized by lower levels (or lack) of ba.sic facilities, and weak and 
unstable econcmies. Fishing and trapping are still predcminant with 
conccmi tant high unemployment and social assistance dependencies. As a 
result, these communi ties are al.nost entirely dependent upon direct, deep 
subsidy gove.r:nment programning. The second group of communi-ties is often 
defined as "resource" or "single industry" communities. However, these tenns 
may not be wholly appropriate in that sam of these camrnunities are somewhat 
less horrogeneous, with a greater level of industrialization and self-
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sufficiency, or a limited degree of economic diversification. The physical 
character of the "resource" communities differs from the "non-urban" 
communities in the level of basic services; the "resource" group enjoying 
measurably superior service. As well' the quality of the housing environment 
in the "resource" communi ties is more comparable to southern cornnuni ties. 
Unlike the "non-urban" group, the "resource" communities are generally 
eligible for a range of government housing programs under the National Housing 
Act. However, it is not uncorrnron for these "resource" centres to experience 
housing shortages, despite the higher average incomes of their residents. 
Often, there is not local building industry and the availability of adequate 
mortgage financing in the 1980s is somewhat suspect -mortgage insurance under 
the National Housing Act mortgage insurance is virtually unavailable. 
In the area of housing, important strides have been made in non-
urban/ rerrote north communities in the last fifteen years. Approxirnatel y 1, 000 
government subsidized housing units have been delivered to non-urban northem 
communities in Manitoba over that pericxi. Historically, all households in 
these communities have been eligible for subsidized housing units - most units 
being granted to large, low income families. Despite nurrerous problems and 
errors, substantial client identified dwelling condition improvement has taken 
place. 
Housing Neal 
The nature of housing n'eed in non-urban northem communi ties has often been 
llliTped with rural areas. While there are clear similarities in housing, 
adequacy problems are more prevalent in both rural and rerrote areas than in 
urban areas; both basic facility and affo.r:dability problems are recognized as 
significantly more severe in the non-urban north. However, of equal 
importance, and an often overlooked connection in detennining housing "need," 
is the non-mrrket nature of communities. Traditional housing "requirement" 
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measures, ba.sed on :population/headship projections, are of little application 
in these cc:mmmi ties. Traditional measures of housing need and demand 
implicitly assume market res:ponse mechanisms are in place. Such is not the 
case in these communities. Neither the building or financing industries are 
oriented to deal with these communi ties. Therefore, housing need transcends 
the historic measures of adequacy, affordability and suitability. The issue 
of accessibility in the absence of local "markets" becomes critical. 
The composition of housing need in non-urba.n communities is also of 
interest. Projections generally, if not exclusively, focus on family housing 
requirements. Relatively recent developnents suggest a need for elderly 
person's accommodation; developments which introduce a whole range of 
questions with respect to care facilities in remote communi ties. . 
Policies and P.ro;Jrams 
The primaiy federal vehicle for dealing with housing problems in the non-
urba.n north has been the Rural and Northern Housing (RNH) Program under 
Section 40 of the National Housing Act. It was introduced in 1974 in response 
to representations from the Native Council of Canada. In Manitoba., the RNH 
Program represented an extension of the Rerrote Housing Program, facilitated 
under the same section of the NHA in the early 1970s. 
The RNH Program provided for construction or acquisition/rehabilitation of 
housing units for law income households in communities with a population of 
less than 2,500. The units were to be rented or sold to clients on a payment-
geared-to-income basis. This arrangement recognized a deep subsidy 
requirement to meet the neects of very low income households. A variant of the 
public housing rent-to-income formula was created to meet this need. 
Federal/provincial cost-sharing of capital costs and subsidy costs was 
established on a 75/25 ba.sis. 
The second federal programming thrust was in rehabilitation. This was 
provided through two programs: the Residential Rehabilitation Assistance 
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Program (RRAP) ; and, the Emergency Repair Program ( ERP) . The ERP provided 
direct grants for "band-aid" repairs at the mi.nllmnn health and safety level 
standa:rd. They were provided on the understanding that the units were beyond 
long-term rehabilitation, and would require replacement. The RRAP provided 
loans, originally up to $10,000, with up to $3,750 to be forgiven on a needs 
basis. The program was original! y part of Urban Neighbourhood Improvement 
Program, and had specific income level targeting objectives ( "worst first" ) in 
addition to a major stock rehabilitation focus (life expectancy extension of 
15 years). In 1974, the RRAP was extended to rural and rerrote areas. 
RNH Issues 
The RNH Program has had varying degrees ·of success. Specific physical 
problems with respect to unit type, design and construction are being 
discussed in other sessions of this conference. In reviewing the success from 
a policy perspective, the leading issues have been homeownership and 
affordability. From a client perspective, this is expressed in terms of the 
cost of horneownership, mJSt specifically, heating and maintenance costs. 
While resolution of affordability and arrears problems are being 
facilitated through the provision of a heating subsidy, it is clear that the 
issues have posed significant problems within the program in terms of other 
costs of horneownership. Fundamental to the resolution of these problems may 
be the recognition that the emphasis on homeownership, as opposed to 
utilization of the rental provisions permitted under Section 40 of the NHA, 
has been highly overstated. The reasons for adopting the ownership 
alternative at the outset of the program as the principal IOClde of delivery 
sterrmed from a number of. considerations ranging from greater security of 
tenure, encouragement of maintenance and irrprovements, to the administrative 
advantages of less on-going agency involvement, presmned lower subsidies, 
lower operating losses in the longer term, etc. In retrospect, these 
considerations have proven to be somewhat less than valid. In fact, it may be 
argued that the homeownership emphasis has served to detract from the 
effectiveness of the program in that it is ultimately much less affordable 
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than the rental alternative, when the cost of utili ties, on-going maintenance 
and improvement, and general remote area living costs are considered. Also, 
it became nore administratively complicated and costly, ironically, because of 
the nortgage over leasehold arrangement. 
While the arrears and affordability questions may be considered historic 
problems with the program, the same cannot be said for the new Core Need 
Income Threshold entrance criteria for the RNH and RRAP Programs. Core Need 
Income 'lhresholds ( CNIT) define the income level over which a household is 
assumed to be able to obtain suitable, adequate, affordable accommodation in 
their market area. These thresholds reflect the federal govemnent 1 s desire 
to "target" its subsidy assistance to those who are in the greatest need. 
This policy direction came in substantial part from an evaluation of the NHA, 
Section 56.1, Private Non-Profit Housing Program. It found that federal 
expenditures were not being well directed with respect to income groups. 
While one 'WOUld be haid pressed to argue against the principal of directing 
subsidy assistance to those who are in the greatest need, the unique character 
of these non-urban carrmunities suggests that this approach is too narrow. 
There is no private housing market and no ready alternative for any income 
group. There are clear institutional barriers with respect to nortgage 
lending and insurance in these centres. The use of CNIT as, in effect, the 
only recognized element of housing "need" fails to adequately take into 
account this accessibility issue. The CNIT is currently based on the cost of 
land, a building kit delivered on site, and a limited sub-trade labour 
component. The underly-ing assumption is that if your income is above the 
CNIT, you may find accomrodation in your market area or build your awn house. 
The lack of market alternatives in these non-urban carrmunities mitigates 
against the former, but same program flexibility is permitted in the latter 
assumption. 
While the application of CNIT Is to the RNH Program nay be inappropriate, 
the application of CNIT Is to the RRAP is bizarre. This stems from the 
fundamental design of RRAP. It was conceived as a repair program in the 
context of urban neighbourhood redevelo~nt, with a degree of sensitivity to 
~. 
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need ba.sed on income. It has been redefined as a social housing program 
without reth.inking its intent or standards. Therefore, a "cliff effect" in 
the benefits scale has developed, whereby a client with $1 of income above the 
threshold would be ineligible for benefits, while an income at or below the 
threshold would provide the client with thousands of dollars in non-repayable 
benefits. Secondly, the program standards remain at such a high level that a 
proper rehabilitation of the dwelling unit would require a loan repayment 
beyond the means of the eligible client. This problem is most acute where 
incames are low and rehabilitation costs are high, i.e., northern communities. 
A rationalization of incOltlfXltible objectives is in order, and the federal 
gCJVI"'.....IlliTeilt is currently reviewing the RRAP. 
POlicy Directions 
There is little question that increasing fiscal pressures at all levels of 
government is and will continue to be a rna jor concern. The federal government 
has clearly stated that the size of the social housing "pie" will not 
increase. Fiscal restraint will be of particular concern in the north, where 
costs and subsidy levels are high. 
Future short tenn considerations will proba.bl y centre around programning 
options which address the affordability, accessibility and tenure issues. 
Uppe:rnost will be the issue of the application of CNITs in both RNH and RRAP 
Programs, as social housing is the "only game in town." Undoubtedly, delivery 
constraints and product problems, as discussed in other sessions in this 
conference, will require continued resolution. Also, short tenn program 
pressures are likely to came from the need for elderly accomnodations in 
rerrote communi ties, and '-_this will raise a number of associated policy 
questions. 
In future, longer tenn considerations may relate to the need for economic 
and social policy progress to be more closely linked. Given the proba.ble 
fiscal constraints, collective efforts - from a variety of government 
agencies, industries, and communities - will be needed to deal with housing, 
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employ:rrent and economic develop:nent linkages. With specific reference to 
housing, it will be necessary to rethink the manner in which ''need" is 
identified and addressed. 
As previously discussed, the physical character of these northern urban 
centres differs from the non-urban carrmunities in that a ba.sic level of 
facilities exists in the fonner. However, these centres eA.~rience sane 
similar problems in terms of the nature of need/demand; often accessibility is 
the manner in which need is IIBI1ifested. Again, traditional measurerrents of 
housing "requirements" assume the existence of a private sector response 
mechanism. Such a mechanism translates housing "need" into "demand, " assuming 
affordability is not an issue. While the existence of adequate income levels 
is a necessary condition for the translation of need into effective demand, it 
is clearly not the only condition. This is exemplified by the fact that in 
the mid-1970s, Thompson, Manitoba. had the highest per capita incane in the 
province, yet experienced a serious housing shortage which was not effectively 
addressed. The fundamental problem was that there was no local, mature 
building industry or housing market in a traditional sense. 
The fact that accessibility is a housing problem in both northern urban and 
non-urban carrmuni ties does not necessarily suggest that other housing need 
measures (i.e., affordability, adequacy, or suitability) are absent from 
northern urban centres. Previous studies - specifically the "Rural and Native 
Housing Review," 1980 - suggest that the incidence of affordability problems 
increases with carrmunity size. As well, if the northern cormnmities are set 
out on a continuum of ecorl.omic diversification, it is likely that the greatest 
diversification and lower reliance on single industry correlates with a more 
mature housing industry in terms of builders, available financing, the resale 
market, and the incidence of affm:dabili ty problems. In terms of the 
composition of housing need, there are increasing pressures from elderly 
persons and "empty-nester" households for accorrmodation in northern urban 
centres, regardless of the level of diversification. 
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Policies and Programs 
'Ihe overall "prcgrarnmatic" response in northern url::xm carmunities has been 
to ensure that they are eligible for the same range of programming as other 
centres of their size, under the National Housing Act. 'Ihis includes any 
social (e.g. non-profit housing) and market initiatives (e.g. mortgage 
insurance) which may be available. 
Issues 
:Market housing developnent has generally been poor, even in larger northern 
centres. There is a current but varying need for small rental projects of 
approximately 15 to 25 units. 'Ihis need is arising in market segments that do 
not require traditional social housing intervention. The pressure is often 
from elderly and empty-nester households as well as young professionals with 
"middle incomes. " But the rental sector in particular, outside of periods of 
rapid expansion in single industry centres, has been particularly slow. It is 
characterized by wider gaps between economic and market rents than in southern 
cities. Locational and design considerations are impacted by the fact that 
development costs can not be translated into affordable rent levels, and more 
stringent financing requirements (e.g., shorter amortization periods, larger 
down p:tyrnents) put pressure on developers to achieve earlier positive cash 
flows. 'Iherefore, why would a developer build in Flin Flon when he could 
build at a lcwer risk in Winnipeg? 'Ihe issue of mortgage insurance - in 
response to a housing need not usually recognized as a soeial housing need -
becomes ext.renel y important. 
A public presence in t;.he mortgage market has been a feature of federal 
housing policy for some time. 'Ihe provision of joint mortgage loans (pre-
1954) and the provision of mortgage insurance (post-1954) both attempted to 
provide protection for lending institutions, while increasing access to 
homeownership and lowering risks associated with rental market invesbnent. 
'Ihe growth of private sector mortgage insurance in the 1970s, the concomitant 
suggestions of the maturing of the industry, and the concern over the 
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financial health of the Mortgage Insurance Fund per se, have been the bases 
for the re-examination of the federal presence in the nortgage industJ:y over 
the last year. 
From time to time, a variety of functions have been ascribed to the federal 
involvement in nortgage insurance. These include, but may not be restricted 
to: the provision of protection to lending institutions (and, therefore, 
investors) from borrower defaults; the minimization of direct government 
invesbnent (i.e., joint nortgage loans); the provision, through actual 
administration of the insurance program, of a degree of consumer protection in 
tenns of product standards/integrity; and lastly, the provision of equal 
access to nortgage funding for all Canadians. 
In the recently announced changes with respect to Federal loan Insurance, 
the issue of single industry resource communities has not been resolved, and 
further consultation will be required. While it is encouraging that a 
difference between northern and southern markets is recognized, it is unclear 
if the funciam3ntal problems of northern centres will be addressed. The 
problem is that as a traditional "market" does not work in the northern 
centres, the validity of traditional progra:rmatic responses/approaches is 
suspect. Certainly nortgage insurance will be available again at a program 
level. It remains to be seen whether or not sufficient insurable values will 
be provided to ensure housing investment. This concern has been expressed as 
whether "equal access" to nortgage insurance is just that, or wilether access 
in some areas is less equal in others. 
Policy Di.J:ectians 
Serious consideration must be given to redefining state nortgage insurance 
activity in terms of its broad social purpose. A redefinition of its purpose 
and objectives is required should this type of vehicle be used for housing 
support. This will have to be done within the context of a "rethinking" of 
the manner in which housing need is recognized and addressed. Conceivably, a 
different approach to equity protection is required. 
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The second major issue which must be addressed, by government, industry and 
single industry communities, is one which I have not touch on in this paper; 
what happens to single industry communi ties when the industry is gone? The 
housing component of this issue must be addressed in a much broader context of 
responsibility. 
Introduction 
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HOOSDG DELIVERY IN 'ffiE J.ilRIH 
Lynn Hannley 
The north is not homogeneous and a discussion of housing deli very that does 
not take this into account would ignore significant aspects of housing 
deli very. The problems of deli very in a northern. Alberta community are 
different than those in a community like Yellowknife, and those in Yellowknife 
are different than those of a corrmunity like Pangnirtung. In addressing 
housing delivery, problems related to the short building season, 
transportation logistics and lack of an available labour force will not be 
addressed in this paper, as it is rrore appropriately discussed under housing 
design and construction which deal with these issues rrore directly. In 
addition, this paper does not address the issues related to delivery in 
resource based communi ties. This issue is covered in another paper from the 
conference. This paper addresses housing· delivery in the Northwest 
Territories (NWI') from the perspective of wtlo delivers or should deliver; the 
relationship of the user to the product delivered, and the delivery agent. 
Who Deliver:s Or Should Deliver? 
Traditionally in Canada we have relied on two sectors for the developnent 
of housing: the private sector and the public sector. Within the last twenty 
years, a ne;.;r co:rnmunity based sector has emerged, often referred to as the 
"third sector." This community based sector is represented by the efforts of 
corrmunity based non-profit and co-operative organizations. The najority of 
housing in this country has been developed by the private sector, with the 
public sector only directly providing housing when the private sector -was 
unable to do so. The third sector provides residents with housing options; 
co-op housing provides a tenure option - co-operative ownership - while non-
profit rental housing provides an alternative to private or public rental. 
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In the Northwest Territories, however, the major delivery agent has been 
the public sector. As Souchotte (1986) points out there are "srrall private 
housing enclaves in centres such as Frobisher Bay, Inuvik, Fort Smith and Hay 
River, the only major private market is in the capital city of Yellowknife." 
'!here are two reasons why :rrost of the housing in the north was developed by 
the public sector. The first is a result of the housing supply crisis that 
emerged in the 1950s with the relocation of people, particularly in the 
eastern arctic, off the land and into organized corrmunities. Although the 
housing was built by government, the intention was to have the residents 
assume ownership of the housing. Unfortunately, the cost of heating and 
maintaining these units mitigated against this, and the units became public 
housing rental units. Public rental housing evolved as the main vehicle for 
providing housing for residents of local communities. The second reason was 
that with the exception of the larger corrmuni ties, there was no housing market 
in :rrost of the carrmunities. High costs of production, both as a result of 
TABLE 1 
Northwest Territor:y Housing Corporation Inventor:y 
February 1982 
Region Number of Units Population 
Baffin 1,305 8,300 
Fort Smith 742 22,384 
Inuvik 761 7,485 
Keewatin 625 7,485 
Kitikmeot 625 3,245 
'IDrAL 
' 
4,058 45,741 
=-·~ 
Source: 1) Number of Units - NWl' Data Book, 1982-83 
2)' Population - Statistics Canada, Selected Social and 
Economic Characteristics: Northwest Territories,· 
1983 
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location and settlement distribution, made it impossible for a private 
entrepreneur to develop and rent housing units. With a limited private 
market, government delivery was the only realistic option. In addition to 
public rental housing, the govemuent provided special rental housing for its 
staff. As illustrated in Table 1, by February 1982, the NWT Housing 
Corporation owned and m:maged over 4,000 public housing units. 
In addition, by 1982 the Government of the NWT owned a total of 1,080 
staff housing units and leased another 907, which were distributed among the 
regions as follows (Table 2): 
TABLE 2 
Govenment Owned .And leased Sta£:f Housing 
February 1982 
Region 
Baffin 
Fort Smith 
Inuvik 
Keewatin 
Kitikrneot 
Source: NWT Data Book, 1982-83 
Notes: aFrobisher Bay only 
No. of Owned Staff 
Housing Units 
224 
406 
179 
153 
118 
1,080 
b72 of which are in Inuvik 
cRankin Inlet only 
No. of leased Staff 
Housing Units 
907 
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While public housing is still a mainstay in the NWT, by 198? there was a 
visible shift in prcx::iuction of horne ownership units. In 1986, residential 
construction activity included the building of 145 public housing units, 40 
government staff houses and the rehabilitation of 107 units. In addition, 180 
house material packages were supplied by the Housing Corporation under the 
Home CMnership Assistance Program(HAP), (Souchotte, 1986). Under the HAP 
Program, materials are provided for housing assuming the potential owners 
provide the labour to erect the housing. 
The third sector has been very slow to develop in the north. Although 
there were building co-operatives developed in the early 1960s in both 
Frobisher Bay and Inuvik, these two early projects were not replicated in 
other parts of the Territories. In 1975, the residents of Fort Good Hope 
decided it was t.ime that they began to deliver their own housing rather than 
relying on government rental housing. While their initial attempts to develop 
their own housing were not without difficulty, they managed to pursue the idea 
to a successful conclusion. In 1985/86, the Fort Good Hope Housing Society 
received adequate funding to develop eight (8) new houses in the community. 
Once developed, these units were owned and managed by the individual 
household. The main impetus for the developnent of their own housing stemned 
from a concern over the dependency relationship that govermnent housing 
created. Such a relationship was aptly described by Antoine Mountain, a 
resident of Fort Good Hope, "The houses [government housing] were pretty well 
cluttered up. There was no room for a wood stove. People didn't have to chop 
wood or haul water. All they had to do was rely on government handouts. They 
stopped caring about their houses and lost their initiative for a hunting and 
trapping way of life" (Souchotte, 1986). 
It was not until 1982,'that continuing housing co-operatives were explored 
as an option in the NWT. Yellowknife was the first community to review such 
an option. The core group which eventually fanned the Borealis Co-operative 
Limited, comprised primarily employees of Arctic Federated. The core group 
held its first public meeting in March 1982 and by June of that year it had 
sixty-four member households. The impetus behind the co-operative was the 
member's desire to develop a housing project which they owned and controlled. 
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A second group developed in the eastern arctic later that sumner. ' Hillside 
Housing Co-operative Limited, located in Iqaluit (Frobisher B:ly) was organized 
by a goverrunent employees. Not only were the members of the group concerned 
about living in housing over which they would have control, they were also 
concerned with acquiring quality housing. A nmnber of members lived in 
housing that had been previously declared substandard. For the members and 
the commmi ty, the co-operative was seen as an ownership alternative to rental 
housing which ~uld have a positive irnp:l.ct on the commmi ty. As James 
Britton, Regional Director for the Government of the NWl' noted in 1982: 
As you may know virtually all housing is provided here by goverrunent 
agencies or by private sector employers. This has had some unfortunate 
consequences for the commmity - a high level of transience, a somewhat 
indifferent attitude to the problems of the Town and its appearance, 
etc. lately there have been a few promising developnents in the area of 
home ownership and there have been a few private housing starts. There 
has been an improvement in the conditions in the Town as well. The 
Hillside Housing Co-op ~uld represent a rna jor step forward in the 
process of encouraging hameownership. I am sure the project, as well as 
providing accommodation to the Co-op's membership, will inspire more 
Frobisher B:ly residents to obtain their own quarters. 
Another co-operative developed in Fort Smith in 1985, and a second group is 
currently ~rking towards the development of a co-operative in Yellowknife. 
The delivecy of these co-operative projects was not an easy task. Even under 
the best circumstances, the delivecy of a co-operative housing project 
requires the co-operation and co-ordination of a nmnber of a nmnber of 
parties; the owner, their consultants, the builder, canada Mortgage and 
Housing Corporation the financiers and local planning authorities, to name but 
a few. Such co-ordination and co-operation is much more difficult to achieve 
when a project is located in a northern corrmunity. For example, with the 
project in Frobisher B:ly, the consultants were located in E::hronton and 
Yellowknife, the Contractor was from Ottawa with a branch office in Frobisher 
B:ly, CMHC' s office was in Yellowknife, and the mortgage company was in 
E::hronton. In addition, the materials and supplies had to be shipped fran 
Montreal. Needless to say, the co-ordination of this project was fraught with 
difficulty. 
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It is clear from the presentations to the Special Corrmittee on Housing 
of the Gove:rnment of the NWr that nany residents would welccrne an option to 
public housing. Homeownership was often cited as an objective, particularly 
in the western Arctic. With the exception of the ma.jor corrmunities in the 
western Arctic, Yellowknife and Fort Smith, where private builders can build 
houses on speculation for sale to individual owners, homeownership units can 
probably only be delivered through government programs such as HAP (whether 
constructed by an individual owner or a commmity based non-profit 
organization similar to the Fort Good Hope Housing Society) or through 
continuing housing co-operatives. In addition, in many communities 1 private 
rental units can probably only be delivered through community based non-profit 
organizations. 
Relationship of the User to the Housing and the Delivery .Agent 
Both homeovmership and community operated private rental projects require 
the availability of local skills and resources to develop and maintain the 
housing once it is built. Within the last couple of years there has been the 
developnent of a number of local contractors in the various regions. The 
special program established by the Construction Association and the NWI' 
Depart:ment of Economic Developnent and the Housing Corp::>ration to train 
northern contractors should assist the provision of both the skills to develop 
the housing units and to maintain them once they are built. Additional 
resources are re:JUired to affect a shift away from - public housing to 
ownership/community based rental units which will necessitate a community 
developnent/social developnent program. Such an approach is necessary because 
the reliance on public housing has fostered a dependent rather than an 
interdependent relationship between the user and the housing delivery agent. 
Communitas Inc. of Edrronton has found, for example, that even individuals 
and groups developing housing projects in an urban environment require 
extensive training in the areas of financial, physical and community 
management. It is irrg;x::>rtant for homeowners to have a planned maintenance 
program. In the Territories, such a planned maintenance program can even be 
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rrore critical. In an urb:m environment when something breaks down, it is 
possible to access supplies and materials from local suppliers; in the north, 
however, an owner might have to wait for the next shipnent of gocxls and 
materials. 
As was illustrated in the various presentations to the Special Corrmittee on 
Housing, as -well as presentations at the Conference On Northern Housing in 
Saskatoon, residents in the north have a great desire to have more control 
over their own housing units. A shift towards some fonns. of ownership and 
cornmmity ba.sed rentals -would certainly facilitate this control. In addition, 
providing the local housing associations who manage the public housing with 
more autonorey- and resources -would also shift the control away from a central 
agency to the local corrmunity. '!here is, however, a major problem, aside from 
the need for local skills and resources that must be addressed if the shift 
away from public housing is to be realized. '!his problem exists in the larger 
cornmmities but is rrore pronounced in the smaller, more isolated corrmunities. 
'!he problem is one of affordability. '!he early experiments in the eastern 
Arctic did not -work because residents could not afford to maintain and operate 
their units. In commmi ties where residents do not have a steady incane or 
predetermined shelter allowance, they would not be able to afford to operate 
and maintain the units without some fonn of government subsidy. '!he situation 
-would be exacerba.ted if one added the cost of debt retirement. '!he cost of 
developing a housing unit in the NWl' is much greater than in southem 
ccmnunities. For exarrple, the co-operative project in Yellowknife was 
approximate! y 40% more expensive than units developed at the same time in 
Fdm::mton, while the Frobisher Bay units cost almost twice that of the 
Yellowknife units. Transportation and labour costs, as -well as specific 
design requirements necessitated both by climatic and environmental factors, 
are the main reasons for the cost differentials. Without government 
assistance, the housing charges for a fully serviced three bedroom co-op unit 
in year one in Yellowknife would have been $1,798.00 1 rather than $835.00, and 
$2,350.00 rather than $1,165.00 in Frobisher Bay. Assuming 25% of incane, a 
household still required an income of $40,0890.00 for Yellowknife and 
$55,920.00 in Frobisher Bay to pay these subsidized charges. Without 
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additional subsidies and housing allowance, nost co-op residents could not 
afford the co-op housing charges. 
As illustrated in Table 3, the Housing Corporation's cost of operating and 
maintaining housing in the randomly selected communities is expensive. 
Assmning 25% of income towards the costs, households \-\Ould require the 
following incomes to pay the operating and maintenance of the housing in the 
various communities (assuming a cost of $94.00 per m2). It should be noted 
that while 25% of income is used, rrany NWI' residents consider this too large a 
proportion of income towards housing, since other costs of living are higher 
in the north than in the south. A nore appropriate percentage of inccme might 
be derived through a residual income approach. 
TABLE 3 
Ina::IlE Requi:r:ed 'lb Pay Housing Corp:>ration Operating/Maintenance Costs 
Community Unit Size Operating and 
Maintenance Costs 
Aklavik 50.01/m2 $4,700.94 
Arctic Bay 73.30/m2 6,890.20 
Baker lake 66.76/m2 6,275.44 
Cambridge Bay 63.57/m2 5,975.58 
Fort Providence 37.46/m2 3,521.24 
Source: NWI' Data Book, 1982-83 
Note: assumes a cost of $94.00 per m2 
' 
Inccme Required 
$18,804.00 
27,560.00 
25,102.00 
23,902.00 
14,085.00 
'Ihe cost of Housing Corporation operations used in the previous table 
include a cornp:>nent for administration that \-\Ould not be paid by a private 
homeowner, and probably \-\Ould be less expensive in a co-operative fonn of 
ownership. The elimination of these costs could effectively reduce the cost 
to the individual owner. Table 4 illustrates the inccme that \-\Ould be 
required to cover the cost of utilities and maintenance. 'Ihe utilities are 
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based upon the average 1981 Housing Corporation costs for the region, and the 
maintenance costs are based upon an annual average per unit cost of 
$400.00/month (Edmonton base - the average maintenance cost per year budgeted 
in co-op projects) and adjusted first to deal with the differential between 
Edmonton and Yellowknife (1981) shelter costs, and then adjusted to deal with 
the difference in maintenance costs on a square meter basis, indicated between 
Yellowknife and the various selected corrmunities (NWI' Housing Corporation 
figures). No adjustments were made for homeowner utility subsidies provided 
by the government. As a result, these figures represent the potential costs 
and income requirerrents exclusive of any subsidy assistance. 
TABLE 4 
Operating Cost And Required In<XIIE For Various NWT Ccmmmities 
Corrmunity Annual Annual Income Required 
Utilities Maintenance (at 25% G.D.S.) 
Aklavik $3,406.00 $590.00 $15,984.00 
Arctic Bay 4,163.00 661.00 19,296.00 
Baker lake 5,271.00 652.00 23,692.00 
Cambridge Bay 4,532.00 602.00 20,536.00 
Fort Providence 2,896.00 494.00 13,560.00 
Even assuming these reduced costs, based upon the 1981 median incomes 
(Table 5) within these commmi ties, unless households had more than one person 
"MJrk:ing, many of them "MJuld have difficulty meeting the costs of utilities and 
~ 
maintenance on a unit. In addition, in most of these commmities, at least 
half of the census families had incomes of less than $5, 000. 00 per year. 
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TABLE 5 
M:rlian Inc::mes In Selected l'brtbern. Ccmmmities 
Ccmnunity Median Income Median Income Census Family Income 
Males over 15 females Over 15 <$5,000.00 Annum 
% Total Households 
Aklavik $6,090.00 $3,699.00 50% 
Arctic Ba.y 6,599.00 1,916.00 51% 
Biker lake 7,457.00 4,303.00 52% 
cambridge Bay 12,312.00 4,044.00 51% 
Fort Providence 5,606.00 4,412.00 50% 
Source: Statistics Canada, 
Selected Social and Economic Characteristics - Northwest 
Territories 1983 
The issue of affordability is not as severe in the larger communities such 
as Yellc:Mknife, Fort Smith and Inuvik (Table 6). As the following table 
illustrates, the 1981 median incomes for males over 15 are generally higher 
than the arrount required to cover the cost of utili ties and maintenance. 
TABLE 6 
M:rlian Inc::mes In I.aigec l'brtbern. Conmmities 
Ccmnunity 
YellO'iVknife 
Fort Smith 
Inuvik 
Annual Annual Income 
Utilitiesa MaintenanceP Required 
$4,896.00 
2,896.00 
3,406.00 
$494.00 
494.00 
554.00 
$21,560.00 
13,560.00 
15,840.00 
Notes: abased upon average for region 
~nton base - adjusted as previous table 
Median Income 
Male Female 
$21,296.00 . $11,629.00 
14,787.00 5,879.00 
18,942.00 9,382.00 
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Ccnclusicn 
In smmary, affordability is a problem that affects the delivery of housing 
in the Territories. Many households could not afford to pay the utility and 
maintenance costs of a unit and certainly could not cover the cost of the debt 
service. Table 7 illustrates the income required to cover the cost of 
repayment of the debt service and utilities of a 94 m2 house in the various 
selected conmunities. The table is based upon a $70,000.00 house in Edmonton, 
which was adjusted upwards by 40% to establish a Yellowknife cost and then 
adjusted for each cornrmmity. A mortgage rate of 11% and a 35 year 
amortization were used to determine repayment. 
Conmunity 
Yellowknife 
Aklavik 
Arctic Bay 
B:iker lake 
Cambridge Bay 
Fort Providence 
TABLE 7 
Housing Mfar:dability In 'Jhe N:Jrth 
House 
Cost 
$ 98,000.00 
136,220.00 
163,660.00 
155,820.00 
142,100.00 
98,980.00 
Annual 
Utilities 
Maintenance 
$3,390.00 
3,996.00 
4,824.00 
5,923.00 
5,134.00 
3,390.00 
Annual 
Debt 
Service 
$10,795.00 
15,006.00 
18,029.00 
17,165.00 
15,653.00 
10,903.00 
Income 
Required 
(at 25% G.D.S.) 
$56,740.00 
76,008.00 
91,412.00 
92,352.00 
83,148.00 
57,172.00 
Historical! y, the subs'idies have taken the fonn of provision of public · 
housing. Northerners have indicated that they want options. The HAP Program 
provides an ownership option, h~r, because of its requirement that a 
household's income (taking into account ownership utility subsidies) be such 
that they can operate and maintain the units after they are built, it is 
really not an option for low income households, which in most regions 
represents a large proportion of the population. For example, in the five 
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regions, nearly half of the census families had household incomes of less than 
$5,000 per year. There definitely is a gap between incomes and the cost of 
housing. One suggestion is to increase the economic ba.se and thereby the 
income levels. While this may be possible in sane ccmnunities, it certainly 
will not be possible in all cc:mmmities. 
High costs and limited incomes necessitate housing subsidies for a large 
proportion of the population in the north. Once the need for subsidies is 
recognized and accepted, the issue that 1m1st be addressed is what fonn should 
these subsidies take. While public housing may be the answer for sane 
households, options should be available to a broad spectnnn of households. In 
developing these options, the financial limitations of the household must be 
recognized. Is it, in fact, appropriate to burden households with no secure 
income potential with a .nortgage debt service that they can only carry with 
extensive subsidies, or is it better to provide nortgage free housing and only 
subsidize a portion of the operating costs? 
Given the high costs of production in the NWI', and the limited resale 
market outside a few major camocmities, a delivery system that made use of 
capital subsidies to deal with the production of units and housing allowances 
to deal with operating costs might be more appropriate than a nodel which 
relies heavily on public housing. The housing allowance could be 
predetermined based upon typical utility consmnption and maintenance costs on 
owner occupancy. Given the differences in employment and income opportunities 
am:mg the various corrmunities, a variety of programs might be necessary to 
ensure equitable treatment of all residents in the NWT. 
Such an approach could provide various tenure options to households whose 
incomes do not currently enable them to take advantage of existing ownership 
programs, and to camocmi ty groups who want to develop non-profit rental 
projects. 
In developing such programs, it is .inp::>rtant that there be commmi ty input 
and involvement. A strategic approach which takes into account the cc:mmmi ty 
develo:r:ment/ social develo:r:ment requirements of the various cc:mmmi ties is 
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necessary. In closing the comments made by Mr. Barnaby ( 1984) to the 
Carmittee on Housing illustrate how not to approach the problem. 
As was mentioned before, there has always been a problem with housing, 
especially since the territorial government got involved in it. If you 
look tack to before the government noved north, I mean everybody awned 
and built their own houses and had responsibility for everything they 
decided. They did it for themselves, about 1968 or 1969, there was a 
big push by the government to change evecything around .... I guess it 
involved evecything, but it also involved housing. There was a lot of 
time and TIDney spent introducing a new rental program of housing. At 
that time, people were promised that they would pay a couple of bucks a 
TIDnth and they would have a lower rental unit, that is what they were 
called. So that was a pretty good deal, you got all you electricity and 
fuel oil, plus the house for two dollars a month. 
Along with that, a lot of the old houses were destroyed. At that time, 
there was no council, nothing to advise the territorial government; they 
did not recognize band councils, they did not talk . to them. So a lot of 
the houses were destroyed, some of them pushed over with cats, some of 
these people still do not have houses. Their houses were never 
replaced. Also, they would have no choice but a rental house, that 
means their houses were taken away from them and then they would have to 
rent from the people who took them away. 
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Petei:' Anderson 
Peter Anderson is the General Manager of the Prairie and Northwest Territories 
Region, Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation. Mr. Anderson, a graduate of 
the University of Manitoba, has been with 01HC for the pa.st 15 years in 
various capa.cities including: Director, Saskatchewan; Manager, Calgary; and 
Assistant Manager, Winnipeg. He has a keen interest in the housing field, 
es:peciall y in the areas of native and seniors' housing. 
Robert Bane 
Robert Bone is Professor of Geography, University of Saskatchewan. While 
Director of the Institute for Northern Studies, Professor Bone was involved in 
a ITE.jor study of Metis housing in northern Saskatchewan, the Northern 
Saskatchewan Housing Needs Survey which was undertaken by the Northern 
Municipa.l Council. He was instrmnental in the prepa.ration of the Northern 
Saskatchewan Housing Needs Survey Report, 1978. This study focused on Metis 
housing in northern Saskatchewan, an inventory of Metis housing and measuring 
the need for IOC>re housing. The question of housing assistance and maintenance 
for the Metis in northern Saskatchewan was the basis of an article published 
in Canadian Public Policy in December 1983. Copies of this article can be 
obtained from the author. From 1982 to 1987, he has been Director of the 
NoiiTE.Il Wells Socio-Irrpa.ct Monitoring Program for the Deparbnent of Indian 
Affairs and Northern Developnent. 
Ton Carter 
Tbm Carter is the Assistant Director of the Institute of Urban Studies and 
Associate Professor of Geography, University of Winnipeg. Prior to joining 
the Institute in 1985, Dr. Carter was Executive Director of the Research and 
Policy Department Division with the Saskatchewan Housing Corporation. Dr. 
Carter held various positions in research and program delivery with the 
Housing Corporation in the period 1974 to 1985. He has lectured in geography 
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and urban studies at the Universities of Brandon and Regina and currently 
lectures in Urban Studies at the University of Winnipeg. Dr. Carter is a 
graduate of the Universities of Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta. 
Ken Cassin 
Ken cassin is the Director of Research and Planning, Manitoba Department of 
Housing. 
Lyrm. Hannley 
Lyrm Harmley is the Director of Corrmuni tas Inc. 
r:avid Hedumm 
David Redmann has lived in the Yukon for five years and has 'WOrked for the 
Yukon Housing Corporation since 1985. His activities have included day to day 
administration of several housing programs and involvement in many special 
projects. Some of these include: the direction of consultants involved in the 
developnent of a Yukon social housing policy white paper; program develop:nent; 
the preparation of Corporate policy position papers; and territorial/federal 
negotiations. Mr. Redmann is a graduate of Concordia University in Montreal 
and attended the School of Corrmunity and Regional Planning at the University 
of British Columbia where he was a founding member of the Indian and Northern 
Affairs studies group. He has 'WOrked previously for a private sector 
consulting finn in Vancouver, the Department of Indian Affairs and Indian 
organizations in British Columbia and the Yukon. 
H:lllDgsdan 
Hal I.cgsdon is currently the Vice-President, Program and Corrmunity Services, 
for the North"VVest Territories Housing Corporation. Mr. Logsdon be;.Jan his 
housing career in 1976 when he accepted a job with the Housing Corporation as 
District Manager in Cambridge Bay, Northwest Territories. He also worked as 
District Manager in Inuvik before assuming his current position in 
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Yellowknife. Mr. Logsdon immigrated to Canada in 1967 from the United States, 
and is a graduate of the Universities of Guelph and Carleton. He is currently 
responsible for housing program developnent and planning. He has been active 
in the developnent of Senior Citizen's Housing and Homeownership programs in 
the Northwest Territories, and is a member of the Federal/Provincial Corrmi ttee 
that organized the new housing agreements. He was also active in the 
bilateral negotiations between Canada and the Northwest Territories which lead 
to the cost sharing of the Northwest Territories Homeownership Assistance 
Programs. 
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Robert Robson joined the Institute of Urban Studies in November 1986 as a 
Research FellO"N. Dr. Robson is a graduate of the Universities of Guelph and 
Manitoba. He has focused his research on northern developnent and resource 
towns, and has published several articles on this subject in the laurentian 
University Review; Enviromnents; Urban History Review/Revue d'histoire 
urbaine; and labour/I.e Travailleur. During his appointment at the Institute, 
Robson will be researching issues related to northern and remote area housing. 
